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Law keeps Harrisonburg Sundays quiet
By Amy Porter
staff writer '

Sundays in Harrisonburg are quiet,
bringing back visions of the sleepy
small town in "Huckleberry Finn."
Downtown, most stores along North
Main Street are dark, with "closed"
signs hanging in the windows. No
shoppers crowd the sidewalks to take
advantage of sales.
In Harrisonburg, Sunday shoppers are
scarce because the Virginia Sunday
Closing Law, more commonly known
as blue laws, restricts certain businesses
from opening.
These exemptions restrict Sunday
shoppers from buying at shops
including clothing and shoe stores, toy
stores, department stores and hardware
stores. However, shoppers can buy
from food and beverages stores, books
stores, drug stores, tourist shops and
take advantage of public services,
transportation and medical services.
Because there are so many exceptions
and loopholes, some consumers and
merchants in the state would like to see
the law repealed.
Blue laws will stay on the record for
another four years as voters in the city
of Roanoke voted in support of the law
Tuesday. With a 3,000-vote margin,
13,000 voters chose to keep stores
closed on Sunday. In Roanoke County,
about 15,000 people voted to retain the

^•Washington, D.C.

[Major areas still enforcing Sunday blue laws
Staff graphic by KEN MALCZAK

law, with about 11,000 voting to
repeal.
Blue laws were repealed Tuesday in
areas surrounding Roanoke.
"We feel like it [the blue law] is
unfair to businesses and consumers
because it denies businesses the right of
choice to open or not to open," said
Mary Anne Marx, the campaign
coordinator for Roanokers for Free
Enterprise, a group established to repeal
the blue law.

Olin retains seat,
defeats Traywick
in 6th district race

Smoke
out

"There was a lot of misinformation
during the campaign. People thought
they would be forced to work," Marx
said. "It turned into an emotional issue
rather than a factual one."
Harrisonburg residents won't see blue
laws on the ballot for at least two
years, according to state law.
Also, college students comprise a
large portion of his customers who
wish to shop on Sundays.
Steve Emswiler, director of Valley

ROANOKE (AP) — Democratic Rep. James Olin
easily won re-election to his third term Tuesday over
Republican Flo Traywick in the 6th District
congressional race.
In a mock election on campus late last month,
Traywick, with 58 percent of the vote, defeated
Olin, with 42 percent.
In mid-October, Traywick campaigned on the
West Patio of the Warren Campus Center before
about 125 College Republicans from throughout the
state. Students came to the JMU rally from schools
including Oid Dominion University, William and
Mary, Virginia Tech and the University of Virginia.
In Tuesday's election, with 219 of 222 precincts
reporting, or 99 percent, Olin led Traywick by
86,643 to 37,248, or 70 percent to 30 percent. It
was Olin's largest margin of victory in his three

Faculty and student comments show
smoking at JMU is not as popular
as smoking elsewhere.

Mall, said he thinks blue laws should
be repealed. Only Country Cookin'
restaurant in the mall opens on Sundays
now, since restaurants are another
exemption to the law.
Emswiler said he will support every
effort to repeal the blue laws if placed
on the 1988 ballot
"Blue laws impede the right of the
customer to make a purchase,"
See BLUE LAWS page 2 >

congressional races.
"It doesn't come as a total surprise," Olin said in a
telephone interview from his campaign headquarters.
"I ran a positive campaign. I basically ran on my
record.
"The voters really repudiated some of the tactics of
the other side," Olin said. "I couldn't have gotten
that kind of margin just on a positive vote."
Traywick,
a
Republican
national
committeewoman from Lynchburg, campaigned on
her philosophical lies to the Reagan administration.
In six other Virginia congressional races, four
Republicans kept their seats while two Democrats
won their races. Voters also approved four
amendments to the state constitution.
Democrats regain Senate, see page 26.
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The JMU football team has won four
of its last five $mes to bring its

BVen

season record to.,4-4.
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Blue laws
>• (Continued from page 1)

Emswiler said. "If it is repealed, it will
allow merchants and customers to
decide when it's best to do business.''
The time has come for change and
growth in the area, he said. Some newer
residents to the area complain about the
law and are surprised to find Sunday
closings.
If he could open the mall on Sundays,
Emswiler said he would open during the
afternoon, not interfering with morning
or evening religious activities.
Emswiler said he prefers to have
stores opened on Sundays for his and
his family's convenience. "If I were
watching a football game on Sunday
afternoon, my wife could go to a store
and spend her money," he said,
laughing.
"I would like to determine when to
rest," he said. Individuals should make
that choice, especially people whose
religions have a Sabbath other than
Sunday.
Also, college students comprise a
large portion of his customers who
wish to shop on Sundays.
"I am aware of James Madison and its
students as a market. We appreciate
their business and want to serve them,"
Emswiler said. By opening on Sundays,
the mall would be better available to
serve the students, he said.
JMU freshman Leigh McGuire
disapproves of the blue law, though she
is accustomed to it since she grew up in
Virginia Beach. In most of Tidewater,
blue laws haven't been considered for
the ballot yet
"If you're a college student, you don't
have time to go to stores on Saturday,"
McGuire said, since she studies on
Saturdays.
"Sunday is just one of those days you
want to go shopping," she said. "A
weekend is two days, and it's useless if
you take one day away from that"
Senior John Munster comes from
New Jersey, which has no blue laws.
He didn't find it difficult to adjust to
most Harrisonburg stores not opening
Sundays, but admitted it was different.
"On Sunday all I do is drink beer and

watch football games," he said. "So as
long as A&P is open, I'm happy."
Bill Grow, manager of the Leggett
department store at Valley Mall,
opposes repealing the blue law.
"I firmly believe in the blue law. I
believe in Sunday closings. I feel all
associates and the management deserve
one full day to spend with family,"
Grow said.
Leggett is a family-owned and
family-oriented company, he said.
"I will fight tooth and nail to keep it
[the blue law] in the books," he said.
"That's Cre way it is now, and that's the
way it should be."
Grow said he didn't think the law is
perfect, but acts as a deterrent for
businesses to close Sundays. "The Hue
law is better than nothing," he said.
If he could change the law. Grow said
he would strengthen it by shutting
down every business on Sundays,
instead of keeping exceptions.
"If that's going back in time, then so
be it We all need to slow down," Grow
said.
Grow compared his store hours to
banking hours. Banks open on usdaV
workin«-day hours, do not opfen
Sunday, and some open only during
morning hours on Saturday. Bank
customers plan around those hours and
his customers work around a similar
schedule.
The costs of opening Sunday would
outweigh the profits, he said. Paying
personnel for the extra workday wou!
force the price of goods to increas
therefore decreasing customer service.
"Do people want service, or the store
open on Sundays?" he asked.
Grow said he doesn't want to have to
work on Sundays and would hate to
have to put his employees to work
Sundays.
Mike Helberg, president of the city's
Downtown Retail Merchants, said he
prefers to have the blue laws in effect,
but wishes they were consistent.
"I wish they [legislators] would make
up their mind if they should have blue
laws and enforce them, or do away with
them." he said. "I would accept
anything as long as it's consistent."
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"Everyone has their own reason for
it," she said. Some prefer having
Sunday off for religious and ethical
reasons. Smaller business owners want
the day off, too. Bui other merchants
need the additional money they cam on
Sundays.
"I think it's one of the worst laws the
General Assembly has every come up
with," Frantz said. "It's inequitable
because of the way it was written." She
said it was poorly written, the
exceptions are unclear, and the blue law
is hard to enforce, especially on a small
scale.
Flea markets, garage sales and small
stores easily slide by the law, because
they're not as visible as larger business
stores like national chains, Frantz said.
Two years ago, Richmond repealed
blue laws. Other major cities in
Virginia that repealed the blue law
include Alexandria, Charlottesvillc,
Fairfax, Fredericksburg, Wayncsboro,
Williamsburg and Winchester.
But for at least two more years,
"closed" signs will continue to hang in
the windows of dark shops Sundays in
Harrisonburg.
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There's a need for "normalcy in
interpretation," Helberg said.
However, he supports Sunday
closings and said he enjoys the one day
off in the week.
Helberg admitted that his store, The
Fabric Shop on North Main Street,
loses some profits from not opening
Sunday. But for those stores who
sacrifice the Sunday closing, he said,
"it's a whole case of greed and
jealousy."
In downtown Harrisonburg, Advance
Auto and F.W. Woolworth, both
located at Court Square, open Sundays
since they fall under exemptions to the
law. Other businesses in the area,
including food stores, gas stations and
convenience stores.
Last
week,
the
Harrisonburg-Rockingham County
Chamber of Commerce decided last
week to establish a committee to study
the effect of blue laws in the area,
according to Janet Wcndelkcn, executive
director of the chamber.
In other cities in Virginia, the blue
law is not a major issue.
ie deputy commonwealth attorney
[n Virginia Beach, Terri Frantz, said
ie laws are in effect there. Since a
>posal to repeal the law was defeated
in 1974, people have continued to
iphold it. Most of the Tidewater area,
including Chesapeake and Norfolk, have
bl laws.
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Study names Carrier
as effective president
A national survey has named JMU
President Ronald Carrier as one of the
100 most effective college presidents in
the country.
y^
Carrier is on a leave of absence from
the university until April while he
heads the Center for Innovative
Technology in Northern Virginia.
The national study that named the
most effective presidents was designed
by Dr. James Fisher, former president
of the Council for Advancement and
Support of Education, and Dr. Martha
Tack, a professor at Bowling Green
State University in Ohio.
The two-year study was sponsored by
the Exxon Education Foundation.
Since Carrier assumed the JMU
presidency in 1971, the university's
enrollment has more than doubled. It
has gone from about 4,000 to nearly
10,000.
About $60 million of new
construction has taken place at JMU
during Carrier's presidency and JMU has
been cited several times in national
publications for overall excellence.
In addition to Carrier, five other
former or current presidents of Virginia
colleges were named to the Top 100
list.
Those presidents are Robert O'Neil,
president of the University of Virginia;
E. Bruce Hcilman, former president of

the University of Richmond; Paula
Brownlee, president of Hollins College;
Virginia Lester, former president of
Mary Baldwin College; and George
Johnson, president of George Mason
University.
The study by Fisher and Tack, tilled
"The Effective College President,"
examined the personal characteristics,
professional background and attitudes of
college presidents.
The 100 most effective presidents
were chosen by a survey of 485
individuals who were considered
knowledgeable about higher education.
Those surveyed included heads of 43
professional associations and
foundations; 35 scholars of higher
education and the presidency; and 407
randomly selected college presidents.
Each of the 485 was asked to identify
the nation's five most effective college
presidents.
The study indicated that the most
effective presidents tend to work longer
hours, deeply care about the welfare of
the individual, and encourage people to
think creatively.
According to the study, the effective
presidents make decisions more easily
than other presidents and take more
risks in order to move their institutions
further ahead.

Staff photo by ELIZABETH MYERS

Rainy Days
Freshman Kelley Rosicky and other students trudged
through wet leaves on a campus sidewalk this week.
Forecasts are calling for chances of rain through the
weekend.

SGA proposal favors abolishment of visitation rules
By Kristine Kaplan
SGA reporter
A bill proposed by a Student
Government Association senator
Tuesday calls for the organization to
support abolishing visitation rules in
the university residence halls.
Converse senator Nanci Campbell,
who proposed the bill, said, "The
present restricted visitation options do
not reflect students' needs.
"AH but one residence hall with
restricted visitation voted to change
their policy to seven-day visitation"
this semester, she said.
The halls that voted had four-day
visitation at the beginning of the year.
Campbell said Wine-Price was the
only hall that did not change. She said
voting results in that hall might not
reflect student views because 20
residents did not vote.
Restricted visitation rules do not
attract students to halls, she said. But
students will live in halls that have the
rules because they like the location or
room set-up, she said.
The bill was tabled until next week's
meeting.
In other business, the senate passed a

bill allocating $497 from the
contingency account to the JMU Mens'
Lacrosse Club. The money will be used
for game official fees, entry fees and
equipment
The bill, which originally requested
$659, had been amended by the finance
committee. The committee eliminated
$162 in travel expenses from the
request before it was brought to the
senate.
Committee chairwoman Maria
Duncan said, "The travel expenses were
eliminated because the game is at the
end of the season and the committee felt
they (the club) have- enough time
between now and April to raise the
money."
Duncan also said the finance
committee does not feel there are
sufficient funds in the contingency
account to cover travel expenses for
every group that requests funding.
"Basically, we aren't going to give
travel expenses to anyone," she said.
The curriculum and instruction
committee killed a bill proposing the
SGA initiate action to upgrade the
services offered by the Career Planning
& Placement office. Lisa Bensenhaver,
a student-at-large, said the committee
decided CP&P is doing an adequate job.

"Basically, they provide all the
services they can," Bensenhaver said.
Services offered by CP&P include
providing a counselor for each college,
conducting workshops open to all
students and setting up interviews with
potential employers who recruit on
campus, she said.
The senate unanimously passed a bill
to put more crosswalk signs, speed
limit signs, and other warning signs on
campus roads to increase awareness and
safety of both pedestrians and drivers.
The bill also will investigate stricter
police enforcement of moving
violations on campus.
The buildings and grounds commiuee
reported that more gravel will be added
to the staiiV leading to the back of
Wine-Price. ^
The committee chairwoman, Kelly
Simons, also said Trash Day is
scheduled for Nov. 22.
As part of Trash Day, Simons said
her committee is planning a residence
hall recycling drive and contest "A cash
prize will be awarded to the hall that
collects the most aluminum cans and
paper," she said.
Administrative vice president
Ann-Marie Johnson said new
typewriters have arrived for the library

typing room. To avoid vandalism to \':C
typewriters, students must check them
out at the circulation desk and take
them to the basement typing room to
use, she said.
In new business, the following bills
were proposed and referred to the proper
standing committee:
•Eagle senator Jennifer Sho waiter
proposed establishing a fund to alleviate
the medical costs incurred by the family
of Pamela Glad well. Glad well was
struck by a car when crossing a campus
road and remains in the surgical
intensive care unit at the University of
Virginia hospital.
•Chandler senator James Coleman
proposed allocating $1,547 from the
contingency account to the JMU
Contemporary Gospel Singers.
•Coleman also proposed allocating
$990 to Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity to
aid "in 'he implementation of its Dr.
Martin Luther King Scholarship and
Founders' Week activities."
• Ashby senator Stephen Gough
proposed allocating $1,415.37 to Eta
Sigma Gamma to help fund Health
Watch '86, a week designated to
"demonstrate, promote and motivate a
healthful, aware attitude."
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POLICEFILE

Columnist
charged
with larceny
By Alix Dapolito
police reporter

A Breeze columnist was arrested and
charged with grand larceny this week,
Harrisonburg police said.
Harry Atwood, assistant editorial
editor, 23, of Springfield was arrested
and charged Monday, police said.
No other details were available.
Campus police also reported the
following incidents:
Driving under the influence
A student and four non-students were
arrested and charged with driving under
the influence during the fall semester
holiday weekend by campus police.
•Student Richard M. Barrett, 19, of
Richmond was arrested about 3:10 a.m.
Thursday on Duke Drive West, police
said.
•Non-student Donald T. Fisher, 19, of
Verona was arrested about 1:15 a.m.
Thursday in X-lot, police said.
• Non-student Jeffrey S. Ernest, 24,
address unknown, was arrested about
2:30 a.m. Thursday on Newman Drive,
police said.
•Non-student Edward L. Miller, 24, of
Staunton was arrested about 1:50 a.m.
Friday on Duke Drive West, police said.
Grand Larceny
A bookbag was reported stolen from
an unlocked locker in Duke Fine Arts
Center between 10 p.m. and 11 p.m.
Oct. 29, police said. The bag contained
assorted sheet music, a metronome
and other musical pieces, valued at a
total of $300.
Petty Larceny
Two car jacks valued at a total of
$108 were reported stolen from the
university garage between Oct. 1 and
Oct. 24, police said.
Trespassing
Two non-students were served
trespass notices about midnight
Saturday in X-lot, police said.
The non-students were starting a
dispute with two students, police said.

Campus police reported the following
totals for the month of October:
• Arrests for driving under the
influence: 12. In October 1985, four
were reported.
• Arrests for other alcohol related
offenses: 34. The October 1985 total
was six.
•Total criminal charges: 42. Total for
October 1985 was 11.
•Total judicial referrals: 13. The
October 1985 total was four.Total for
October 1985 was 4.

Smoking not a habit at JMU
By Ann Cremins
staff writer

Senior John Rouse smoked cigarettes
often when he transferred to JMU two
and a half years ago.
But his habits soon changed.
"I felt self-conscious about smoking
when I came to JMU," Rouse said. "I
would never smoke at parties unless
some others lit up firsL"
Rouse transferred from St. Mary's
College, a small liberal arts school in
Maryland, where it was common to see
students smoke.
Rouse quit smoking as a New Year's
resolution last year.
Making a resolution gave him added
"incentive to quit," he said.
Many legislators and public officials
have been promoting campaigns against
smoking in recent years, and faculty and
students here have noticed a decrease in
the number of students who smoke.
Mark Wierzbic, a part-time
communication instructor who
graduated from JMU, said he has seen a
reduction.
Tve noticed a tremendous decrease af
the number of students who are
cigarette smokers since 79," Wierzbic
said. When he took an informal survey
in one of his communication classes to
see how many people smoked, he said
he was surprised when no students
raised their hand.
Wierzbic, a smoker himself, said he
believes the outcome stems from
society.
"A society which has encouraged
cigarette smoking for generations and
generations now condemns smokers to
such a point that it actually made many
students actually feel socially
unacceptable because they smoke," he

said.
Delta Gamma's president Michele
Stcphenitch said she's seen a reduction
of smokers during her four years in the
sorority.
"I remember a lot more sisters
smoked when I was a freshman. As far
as I know, there's only one person in
Delta Gam who smokes on a regular
basis" now, Slephenitch said.
Transfer students commented on the
low number of smokers at JMU
compared to other schools.
SallyAnn Smith transferred from

Recent transfer Theresa Jeter also
noticed that fewer students smoke here
than did at her previous school,
Virginia Commonwealth University.
Jeter, a sophomore, said a big
difference can be seen in VCU's
Commons Center and JMU's Warren
Campus Center.
"You could sit anywhere [in the
Commons] and smoke would float your
way," she said.
"There was always one person in my
group who needed an ashtray," Jeter
said, "but I've never noticed anyone

'I'd been wanting to quit and the
influence here of nobody smoking
really helped.'
-SallyAnn Smith

High Point, a small college in a town
*by the same name in North Carolina.
"Half the girls on my freshman hall
smoked at least a pack a day," she said.
Smith noticed fewer JMU students
smoked, which helped her quit one
month later.
"I'd been wanting to quit and the
influence here of nobody smoking
really helped."
However, she still smokes
occasionally in the summer when she's
not around her nonsmoking JMU
friends.

smoking in the union" here.
Some Greek students noted that most
of the smoking on campus is restricted
to social situations.
Sigma Nu president Bob Houston
said his fraternity might ban smoking
during their social functions.
"There's been a lot of talk within
Sigma Nu to make the parties
nonsmoking," he said.
"Habitually, no one smokes,"
Houston said about the brothers who
live in the fraternity house. "We had
one, but he quit."

Lie detectors can lie, psychologist says
By Kim Richardson
staff writer

Lie detector tests sometimes do not
reveal the truth, a social psychologist
said last week in a lecture sponsored by
the psychology department.
Dr. Leonard Saxe, the director of the
Center for Applied Social Sciences at
Boston University, spoke on "The
Psychology of Lie Detection."
"We have an obvious problem, there
are no unique signs of lying," Saxe
said. Because of that problem, a guilty
person might be able to beat the test
and an innocent person can be found
guilty, he said.
Saxe is a leading authority on the
psychology of lie detection and has
presented
testimony
before
Congressional committees on the topic.
During his lecture, he related past
experiences and explained the pros and
cons of the polygraph test.
Tests are administered with a scries of

three sets of questions, Saxe said. The
first set are vague inquiries to establish
the mood and calm the subject. Then
the questions get progressively more
direct and the third set often is
straightforward accusations.
Polygraphcrs are skilled detectives,
Saxe said. They have to know what
they are looking for and how to piece
together their findings.
Polygraphcrs receive extensive
Draining before becoming certified to
administer tests, he said. They must
learn not only how to run the
instrument, but also the techniques of
adminstcring tests.
Saxe compared his training period to
"being interrogated by a room full of
Kojaks".
Trainers teach many
techniques, such as how a polygraphcr
should stand in order to avoid affecting
the subject's attitude during testing, he
said.
However, it is the polygraphcr's

self-confidence that makes the test
work, Saxe said.
"Once the polygraphcr demonstrates
that he can get in your head, then the
subject has fears," Saxe said. "We can
explain why the polygraph works,
when it does, and that's because the
subject fears detection, not necessarily'
the detection of deception."
Saxe is a consultant to the U. S.
Congress Office of Technology
Assessment, where he directs evaluation
of polygraph testing. He has appeared
on the television show "60 Minutes"
because of his involvement with that
government program.
He also has written several articles,
monographs and books on lie detection.
Saxe earned his doctorate degree in
social psychology for the University of
Pittsburgh in 1976. He was p.
Congressional Fellow in 1978, a
Fulbright Senior Lecturer in 1981-82
and a Phi Beta Kappa Lecturer in 1984.
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onh (Fri-Sat Sun), rooms subiect to availability
Reservations required. Rooms must be guaranteed
bx one night s deposit or major credit card
number. Not available to groups.

Inn

Mtl\ favl Market St

mil

Phone (70<) 4.V1-252

;

° Nigh-resolution Monochrome Monitor
0 Parallel and Serial Ports
» Fifteen Month Warranty
0 Lifetime Toll-free Technical Support

Retail $1295
JMU price $1145
or $33.04 per month*

Anderson *SS3SS. A ZlT ""* '°C<"ion m "*
every Thursday.
Dynabyie representative is available
'Inc,ude

chan* withoo, notice.

,ax and are sub ecl

J

1O

DYNABlYI'l:
Computer Products

| Must be presented upon check in |

Sheraton
HaniMHi.Miixj Inn

s>6.29

The Original Italian Pizza

Ei/ery

and experience Scruples.

W IN L Y

I leadqiiarters:
Chariottesville, Va
804-296-7560

A.

IMDING EDCl
AUIMOeiZtOBllAJlDEALtB

1820 South Main St.
Harrisonburg, Va.
(in Anderson Bros.)
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TJCHmiiicms

FRIENDS
Anne Jackson, a 1986 JMU graduate, and her horse
"Leap and Tumble" share a quiet moment.

photo By 'Liizabtth 'M.ytrs

V
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SUPER ~i'FRESH
SaSFOOD MARKETS SS

WE BUILT
A PROUD
NEWFEELING

98*

TAB«SPRfTE«CHERRY»REGULAR OR DIET
2ltr.
tX).
BY THE CASE ONLY BUSCH OR

NATURAL LICHT BEER A6.98
S Heinz
I) \ Ketchup

Mrs. Filbert's
Mayonnaise

c

c

^ 99

99

Chicken t£ Sea
Tuna

$

Pork & Beans

OLE CAROLINA

SLICED BACON z 99*
PORK SAUSAGE a 99'
TURKEY FRANKS a 69°
EMPEROR GRAPES .69'
SHOW PLANTS ?-* 9 . 99
FLORIDA ORANGES S1 .OO

LOUS RICH

0H 4*%«t»

BURSTNG WITH JUtCE-RED

^rfe ^fc ^

TOFCA1 AHECA PMM'CHM DOWWEEPttt FIG-POOLE LEAf RG'SEUOUM

^^

#% #^

m

gt^ ^%

TROPICANA
ORANGE JUICE

Ja* oo Oft MOM oocrj r>wmj M ^ I ■ M
&§■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

"! rr-ssss

MEADOW GOLD
ICE CREAM

1.99

rsrsrs."

r

Ihe pen is
mightier than
the sword;

Phillip's

SP2 1

FIST OF THE SEASON

(

We make mistakes
at "The Breeze" occasionally. If we
do, let us know.
Call us at 568 - 6127.
Kyra Scarton
Editor
Mark Charnock Mng. Editor
Michael Scoffone...Bus. Mgr.

f

Ihe "Breeze
$68-6127

■*» » ■*■■»!■■ i «r»wiiMra»
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BLOOM COUNTY
so., mm GOING TO /HARRY
,MYUTItf GIRL ?.. MY

miNcess r

iMAPPLeor

were*
yesm'm
WBerm\

Berke Breathed YABBER.
ANP YOU. LOLA,
WWNTW
MARRY.., W..
/

.Dorsey

BANK-A-MACHINE:

\

otm/
Yfvrwe
IAWS'

)

Aummpw
GREETINGS

ANP
SALUmWNS,
MR. 6RANOLA

FOR OOP's SAKE,
LOLA, WHY A
PENGUIN.'

IN Wld

tec/use,
25,
rmf&wrMINEP MEN
ARE jems.
ATMe

HONEY., you tarn
THERE'S SOMEKPI
BETTER THAN A..A

PetmiH. HW
ALWT THAT

\^ y^f^MBPO

MBCATCH00MBBALL

Bt^im5...xmm A Feu

LBTS GO SHOOT A

ime.mPAHiMt
ANP&trrr.

+sm \
JfiW. \

TDLEPO-?

OH.you
KH0W...
we BOY
WITH me HAIR.

RULE l ALWAYS RELEASE THE CHECK
AS THE MACHINE TAKES IT.

zooey.jwe

PRUMMERFOR
%
TMSCUM
MONKEYS "?
\

Gary Larson

THE FAR SIDE,

Early clock-watchers

"Up! Up! Take me up!"

Business lunch
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FOR RENT
Almost On Campus -1 BR apartments on
DutchmOl Court (behind Hardees). Water,
trash pick-up, lawn mowing & appliances
provided. Carpeted. Almost new. No pets.
Lease/deposit $245. 434-21 OX).
Room In House available in January. 10
minute walk to campus, W/D, in-ground
pool. Non-smoking female only. $l50/mo.
plus utilities. 433-8621.
Available for Spring Semester &
May/Summer if desired. Non-smoking male
needed to share room at Madison Manor fully furnished, cable, ceiling fan &
fireplace. $l25/mo.. plus utilities, no
security deposit. Call Bill Gordon
433-5492.

HELP WANTED
December Grad Career Opportunity Stock broker trainee opportunity in VA
Beach for hard-working enthusiastic
individual. Send resume to 2614 Totem
Trail. VA Beach. VA 23454.
Travel Field Opportunity - Gain valuable
marketing experience while earning money.
Campus representative needed immediately
for spring break trip to Florida. Call
Campus Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.

,

,

Sales - Top notch individual with some
college & construction background,
personable, Shenandoah Valley territory,
Virginia-based company with good backup
support, car furnished, salary plus
commission. Reply to SWEC, c/o The
Breeze.
National College Marketing Company seeks
individual or campus group to work on a
Fortune 500 marketing project. Must
commit at least 6 days before December
15th. Excellent money! Great fundraiser!
Call Susie at 1-800-592-2121.
Babysitter Needed in Harrisonburg Monday through Friday for 2 boys (ages 5
4 9), 1:30-430 pm Needed through Dec.
19th 4 Jan. 5-30. Prefer sitter provide
own transportation, wages negotiable CaH
434-3117.

FOR SALE
Sturdy, Full Size, Hardwood Couch - Great
condition! Cal Andy a Clint. 433-0360.
1981 Motobecane Moby Moped • Runs great
with many extras including waterproof
cover. Call &II at 433-8179
Computer - Tandy TRS 80, 64K memory,
$110 Call Jeff, 434-2475.
Pontiac 2000 - Excellent condition, am/fm
automatic PS. PB. AC 433-6054.

JVC 45 Watt Receiver with JVC speakers,
$150. Akai tape deck, $50 Or al for $175
Call Pete, x7452.

The Widow Kip's Victorian Bed 4
Breakfast in Mt Jackson 21 miles from
JMU. 6 antique bedrooms with fireplaces,
pool, caverns, hiking. Come frazzled-leave
whole. $45 double. 703-477-2400.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142, Ext.
5090.

Resumes - Professionally prepared.
Interview on campus. Typing, editing. Free
pick-up 4 delivery. Days, evenings,
Saturdays. Thomas Eastland Company,
433-3495.

Government Homes from $1 (U repair).
Delinquent tax property. Repossessions
Call 805-687-6000. Ext. GH-5526 for
current repo list

Blue Ridge Dive & Craft Shop - Scuba &
snorkeling, sales, rentals, instruction,
repairs, air fills. Only hours 7:30 - 9 pm,
Fridays. 896 N. Liberty St., 433-6153.

Firewood - Seasoned oak firewood. Any
amount pick-up/delivery. Call 433-5032.

Professional Typing & Word Processing Overnight service 4 competitive rates. Call
Kevin at 433-3147 after 5.

Big Shipment of Discount Records & Tapes
arriving this week! TOWN & CAMPUS
RECORDS, 70 W. Water St.,
Hamsonburg.
Stereo - Good condition, cassette,
turntable, speakers. Call 434-6075. $25.
Kitten - Excellent health, wormed, has had
shots Cal Melissa. x55l1.

Looking For College Students fa a sales
position. No door to door, no phone
solicitation, appointments are pre-set.
flexible hours, work as little or as much as
you want We simply do not have enough
people to answer our sales calls,
opportunity for money is great. Call Steve
at 433-3717 for more information
1

Stereo - Double cassette, auto reverse,
turntable, am/fm, $110. Call 434-7545.

1975 Flat Spyder Convertible - A restored
classic. Black with tan top. BBS wheels,
many extras. Must sell immeolatefy. Call
Erik, 433-3271.
Designer Boxer Shorts - Custom-made fa
your fraternity, club or organization.
Discounts on large aders. Call Personal
Assets, Ltd. 433-3271.
Yamaha Classical Guitar - Excellent
condition. Price negotiable. Shannon
X4547.
SERVICES
Typing Service - $l/page 433-8713.
Learn to Scuba Dive - Call Kathy's Scuba
433-3337.
Typing - $l.i0Vpage. Pica or Elite.
$l.60/page overnight. Call Karen,
433-3327.
— —
.
Research Papera - 15,278 available!
Catalog $2. Research, 11322 Idaho.
#206XT, Los Angefes 90025. Toll-Free
Hot Line 800-351-0222, Ext. 33.
VISATMIC a COD.
Typing - Experienced, professional quayty.
Cal Donna Bodkin. 879-9294.
Pregnant? Free confidential help Free
pregnancy test. Birthright. 434-0003.
Steele's Barber Shop Announces Lou.
formally from New York, specializing in
styling fa men & boys. 4 barbers Open
8-5:30. Sat. 8-3: Water St. parking deck,
434-4252
Easy Tan Now Open - Tan 4 relax with oa
latest Sontegra sjntanning system 5 beds
32 Miller Circle, behind RJ's Deli.
434-0808 call fa appointment. Monday Friday 8 - 9. Saturday 8-4

1

Horizon Sure Tan is a professional tanning
salon with the best systems available 4 6
years of service. 1106 Reservoir St.,
434-1812.
Professional Typing - Call Kathy at
433-8015. 4-9 pm.
Typing Service - 23 years experience,
$1.25/page. Mrs. Price, 879-9935.

Need Ride to Northern Virginia (McLean)
on Mon., Nov. 24. Call Sarah at x5993
Ride to Longwood (a Hampden-Sydney)
Nov. 14 to see my sister -1 haven't seen her
since August! Call Carole, x7563.

PERSONALS
NEW POLICY FOR PERSONALS Effective Immediately, no personals will be
accepted/printed unless a name & phone
number are included with the personal. This
policy will be strictly enforced. This is
necessary in case a problem arises with the
printing of the personal. Names & phone
numbers will not be printed or given out.
They are needed for Insurance purposes &
are only for our records. We appreciate
your cooperation with this new policy.
Remember - ALWAYS INCLUDE A NAME
4 PHONE NUMBER WITH ANY
PERSONAL ADS!
Strohs Case $6.49, Coke 2 liter, $1.09. At
Midway - where else?
Concrete Surfer - Sounds like fun! Call me
tonight at 8. I'll be waiting! Small Town Girl
The Spark Plugs
Featuring

Typist - Fast, efficient, overnight or
same-day typing. Can be delivered & picked
up on campus. $l.25/double spaced,
$i.75/single spaced or charts. Call Carol
at x6284 or 433-9289.

Scott Lewis
Thurs., Nov. 13

LOST & FOUND

At The Gandy Dancer

Lost • Toyota key chain with approx. 15
keys - please return if found. Reward aiveni
Call Jay, x4742.
*

Men's Swim Team - Good job vs. Duke
Saturday. Beat Clarion this weekend! Lisa

Lost • Women's gold Seiko watch. Please
contact Suzette at x4047,

That's Right - They'ra Back! The Skanks
tonight - Mystic Den.

Found - Pair of Ray-Ban prescription
sunglasses 4 a set of keys (2 dam, 325A &
3 car). Call Kyle at x4908.

IZ2 - Thanks for an awesome haunted
house! You giris are great! This 5th year
was the best ever! We could never have
done it without you! Thanks to all of you.

Old Blue Ross Bike was taken from 608 S
Mam next to Sig. Pi) night of
pre-Halloweeen parties. Bike has
considerable sentimental value & is needed
for transportation. Reward for return or

Let's do it again. The Brothers of AXA

Adoption - WeYe a happily married couple
(physician/psychologist) who deeply wish
to adopt a newborn. We'd be sensitive to a
ch.,d s needs 4 can provide a warm lovinq
home where a child will flourish. Please think
o» us dunng this difficult time! Expenses

B?22SH,0 Sublet s,n9'e room h a 3

BR apartment located at Shank I. Available
m January. Call 433-1104 for
more
information
Paying Top Dollar for Used CDs! Also
buying used records & tapes! TOWN &
CAMPUS RECORDS, 70 W Water Si
Harrisonburg.
Wanted - Steer and some-food

Lois - Here's to deep creek, closed
amusement parks, U2. 7-11. •gingeriead"
cookies, dolphins that taste Eke dolphins,
Sandbridge 4 what Eskimos do best - to an
awesome, unforgettable weekend.
Busch Cans $1.99. Strohs $1.69, Coke 2
liter. $1.09 at Midway.
Regress to Summer with The Band of Oz put on your shades 4 deck out in your best
beach attire tonight, 9-12, PC Ballroom,
$3.
Jay Van Story - Ready to get wasted?
uon t forget your tux 4 I won't forget the
rest! We are gonna have a blast next Friday!
ILY, Michelle.
[Joseph - What are you looking fa Cuna?
H
appy early 21st! Hope you have an
awesome weekend 4 get "btuf" backwards.
YOU know you will! Love, Joseph.
Hey Dean - instead of April 7th, how about
December 6th? Will you go to my formal
wilhme'L

"■"
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Triathalon, Nov.

15,

Chuck T. & the Stars - The chicken leg
lives! Come "catch" it at Hunter's Ridge
again! Anonymous ATS

1986.

Registration forms in Student Union.
Potomac Girts • You guys are awesome! I
couldn't have found any better friends.
thanks for everything. But the question is,
are you as awesome as the soccer team?
Love, Y Not.

Good Luck DrumLine ft Pit - You'll do
great.

To A Girl - You know our love was meant to
be, the kind of love to last forever. You should know, everywhere I go, always on my
mind, in my heart, in my soul...I love you. A
Guy

To My White Hall Buddies (especially my
Joisey buddy) • Thanks for making me feel
at home. Sue
Come Rock with AZA 24 Hours! 5 pm, Nov.
7th - Nov. 8th, 5 pm!

Alpha Gam is awesome, awesome, awesome Totally!
Kelll McHugh - You are gorgeous! The Male
Population
M.M.A. - M.M.A. - M.M.A. - M.M.A. - Meeting
tonight, H.A A205,6:30.

Thurs.,Nov.13

W.R. Smith - Player's men's night where'd
you disappear to? How about next
Tuesday? Is that a pledge button?

OM - Awesome pre-party party last
Wednesday night!
-**-.
Pam C- How do you know it's my baby?

To The Future Lady Lawyer in family
relations -1 enjoyed our eye contact last
week. Interested? Write "yes", Box 4048.
Alan -1 remembered-do you? Vice" again

Okay Admiring Femmt - II play your game,
now-bout a hint. Chuck
ZTA Pledges you did fantastic on the
raffle! Love ya, LisaS.

Gandy Dancer presents The Spark Rugs,
Thurs., Nov. 13.
Donna - Happy Birthday! Weez
Eagle Dorm - Thanks for all your candy ft
support. You made the CEC Halloween
party a great success!

sometime? An A Xii Pledge
Clemson University (or general vicinity) Ride desperately needed to ft from
weekend of Nov. 7th. Barbara, 4334171.
Tonrit

UMX UULK-UMX U.UA Meeting

At The Gandy Dancer

Meeting Tonight - Madison Marketing
Association, 630, H.A. A205.

Mary, Teresa, Lindsay, Debbie -1 miss you
guys already! Thanks so much for the great
weekend! Love, Kim.

At The Gandy Dancer

Goebels 12 Pk. $2.99, Bud $5.29, Coke 2
liter, $1.09 - MkJway

Jill ft Cath - Ken killed Jake the Snake!
Stace

Happy 21st Birthday Allen Hani I love you
always, Len.

Sweelcakts -1 fee you sooooo much! Thanks
for being you. Love, Sugerbeetle

Steven Falter - Glad you are here! Formal is
going to be great Love, M-.

It's Like Gnarly Dude! The Band of Oz
tonight, the best beach music ever, 9-12,
PC Ballroom.

Beth ft Phi Mu Pledges • Thanks for aB your
help ft support tor the CEC Halloween
party!

Dance Tonight!
Featuring
The Shuttle

Tlge - II show it, if you know it LL
Karen Goodyear - Congrats! You're halfway
through pledging! I'm sorry I've been so
hard to find - let's get together soon.
Laurie
Mickeys $1.99, Busch $1.99, Strohs $1.69,
Coke $2.09-at Midway
Richie - IOU1 weekend. This coupon never
expires. Mfchele
^___

Cath (PsychoCandy) - Have a great
weekend! Skate or die! SPED
Cooking With Cora - Let her cream your
wheat, scramble your eggs, pull your taffy
ft husk your com. Free lessons.
Kevin ft Buddy • We're always thinking
about you ft we love you Irue-bluely! Thanks
for putting up with us. Love, Tara ft Renee.
XOXO

1

PsychoCandy ft Mesopotamia - Jake the
Snake is dead! SPED
Jim, Kent, Dave ft Greg - Fal break 1986 Atlantic City - compliments of Sands oysters - Matoney's! Thanks! Angie ft Deb
Nudlel Pull those snorts down! Happy
Birthday - happybirtnday! Love, Michelle
Monique Garo - Happy 22nd birthday, you
are too special! Love, Dabus.

The Shuffle

To The LLL - I'm never at a loss for wordsespecially when they're at my discretion.
The One Who Knows

tonight, H.A. A205, 6:30

Pledges
Lisa Farina - Sociology Club raffle winner.
Congratulations from Sociology Club.

At the Gandy Dancer

Busch Cans $1.99, Strohs $1.69, Coke 2
liter, $1.09 at Midway.

Chantel Wlnkler - Congratulations on
winning the Gatty's pizza raffle. ZTA

Richie - This makes 1. Wanna try for 3?
Micnele

The Spark Plugs

Auntie Em, Auntie Em! No, if s the Band of
Oz, best beach music around! Tonight, PC
Ballroom. 9-12, $3.

Happy Birthday Bramsont You finally made
18, too bad you missed the clause (ha ha).
We love you. "Cynthia", Ike, Suzanne, Melissa
ft Your 5 "Suities".

Keith Turner - Welcome back to Sigma Nu.
The HORBL Club
Meeting Tonight - Madison Marketing
Association, 630. HA A205.
Wilderness Women • Let's do it again
sometime! Love, Burrito Brothers.
KimDovey - Happy birthday on Saturday!

Order Your Rugby Shirts ft beach towels,
Nov. 7th, 10th or 11th from Sigma Sigma
Sigma. All colors, tetters ft crests available.
Busch Cans $1.99. Strohs $1.69, Coke 2
liter, $1.09 at Midway.

Don't Forget to wish Kim Dovey a happy
birthday on Saturday!
Thanks For the Surprise Party - The cake
was great Amy
Strohs Case $6.49, Coke 2 liter. $1.09. At
Midway-where else?

Leslie Cannon - Here's your tost clue you're awesome, simply awesome. You're the
best Big Sis! Love, Kelli (ft G.B.)

Jeff, Mike ft Bill - Get ready lor a
scandalous amount of fun this weekend.
Things are going to get ugly. Pam, Pam ft
Mattie

AZA Pledges - Ya'll are super! We love
your spirit! Love, The Sisters.

Amy - YouVe got me reeing! I love ya baby!
Bob

Jim - Thanks for the red carpet treatment!
DebftAngie

Vit -1 year & 2 weeks isnl enough. You're
the best -1 love you. A Fruitcake. PS. It's
10-6.

Julie • A million violets for all your hard
work ft support during Haunted House.
You're a fantastic Sigma Sister. Kim

To Whoever Scratched My Black Prelude We knew who you are. Pay now or pay later!
CKC-3 ft Murderous Friends

Rugby Shirts & Beach Towels personalized
with Greek or non-Greek letters (crests
available abo). All colors available. Orders
taken Nov. 7th, 10th & 11th in the Union.

Do It For The Health Of It! JMU Triathalon,
Nov. 15,1986. Registration forms available
at student union information desk.

Big Shipment of Discount Records ft Tapes
arriving this week! TOWN ft CAMPUS
RECORDS, 70 W. Water St.,
Harrisonburg.

Rosemary MoragUo - I'm watching you!
Cards

Sponsored by giE

Skanksl Skanksl Skanksl Skanksl Skanksl
Skanks! Mystic Den tonight

'

Chris - You're a great AT"A Little Sister.
Love, Dave.

Alpha Gamma Delta is awesome as can be!

Retain - Boyfriend or acquaintance?
Interested!

Rtdt Needed - To Philadelphia or Scranton,
Pennsylvania any weekend. Will pay a tot for
gas money. Call Lora at x7686.

Lory C. - Thanks for the greatest

homecoming. I s» SSSFtSSm

mind, so now Ive stopped trying. Love, Your
Faraway Friend.

IJubScoul) D. - How about Spank/s?
An Interested Aster
^nTk^upthegondworklHavefun.
thars what es is all about! Love. Your Big
Sister.

____

Birthday Buffoon! Happy 19th! You're
almost over the nil, Mom! Koosch to you!
Love, (Bungalow) Belcher, Molecule. Bounty,
GilNgan, B.S.'re.
Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Tubs at
Midway-where else?
Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Kegs, Tubs at
Midway-where else?

Goebels 12 Pk. $2.99, Bud $5.29, Coke 2
liter. $1.09 - Midway
Lynn McKee - Thanks for a great weekend!
You're the best Big Sis! Have a great
weekend Love, Denise.
Soccer Team - Congratulations on your
awesome season ft good luck on Saturday.
You guys are the best!
fo dnaB ehT - Tonight, 9-12. PC
Ballroom, $3. Beach music tovers unite!

IO

To My Night in Shining Armor - Wil you
please escort me to my pink carnation on
11/22? Love. Sparkler.
Strohs Case $6.49, Coke 2 liter. $1.09. At
Midway - where else?
Kara Sharp - Happy 19th birthday! Love.
TheD.LS.
Big Brother - Thanks lor the use of the
Jefibu. We owe you one! Amy & Dawn
No Exl ft Endgame
ANkjhtinHel

Red Hot Chill Peppers, New Order,
Pretenders. Pontiac Brothers. OMD!
TOWN ft CAMPUS RECORDS. 70 W.
Water St.. Harrisonburg.

Wampter Experimental Theatre
Thursday - Saturday, 8 pm

J
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UNIVERSITY
MARKET

-

\
^

CO

Port Rd.
HoJos

University
Market

I * I
1/2 mile

1320 Port Road,
Harrisonburg
434-9188

SUPER DEALS
Busch Cans 12oz 6pk
Natural Light 12oz6pk
Miltwaukee's Best 6pk
12pk

SI.78
SI.78
SI.59
S3.19

Bud&BudLt. 12pk 12oz
Miller & Miller Lt. 12pk 12oz
Ccx>rs Reg. & Lt. 12pk 12oz
Old Mil Reg. & Lt. cans 6pk
Killians 6pk

S5.59
$5.59
S5.59
S2.19
S3.89

Ice, Deli,Deli Meats, Cigarettes, Parly Goods & Papers

VIDEO RENTALS
First Day Movie Rentals
First Day VCR Rentals
Adult Rims
Lifetime Membership

SI.35/night
S6/right
$2.75 / night
S10

Bring in yourJMU ID and get a Lifetime Membership for $5.

/?

BREAK THE
BOREDOM
If you are ready for a new look, we have it
At a price you cannot affort to pass up.

$10.00 HAIRCUTS with ad
Includes: Consultation, Shampoo, Cut & Style
Wehave just returned from the Mid-Atlantic Regional
Hair Show in Crystal City, and the Redken Show at
Baltimore's Inner Harbor
Both of these shows hod top talents including Paul
Mitchell and the Michoel Christopher Design Team
from the U.SA and Graham Webs from England We
know you will love the latest looks
The latest designs at low prices Do not wait another
minute, call today and bring this ad. offer expires
Nov. 29.

BHtfEN

I

SEBASTIAN

PAUL MITCHELL

headfirst
hoircutters
1126 SOUTH MAW
^

On

GMrncMcs

MON. 9-8
TUE9-8
WED 9-5

BESDE "NAUTILUS-

Triathalon

THU. 9-8
FW. 9-5
SAT. 9-5

<1I t«Q

if

Information Booths
Rims and Videos
Guest Speakers
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Good Luck Tony, Rich, Rob, John & Mike in
individuals at Pasic. Love, Jennifer.

Buy a Theta Chi Guy! ex Pledge Slave
Auction tonight, 9 in Dingledine - Be there!

Congratulations to the Winners of our Duke
Dog Raffle - Kim Hartenberger, Wanda

Cathy, Chris, Trad, Sean & Susan - You're
a great IN family. I love you all. DT

Atkins & Jim Miller. <DM Pledge Class
Congratulations Greg Gromada & Greg
Rowles, ALT loves our Gentlemen!
Kook de le Luke - Paint my room? The
Tootsie Roll
Help! Jeff T. (Alias Bosley) - Need you on
Thursday nite party mission at Gandy
Dancer. Signed, Charlie's Angels.
Charlie - Your angels will be ready &
waiting Thursday night. Keep your ears
open for the mission. Love, Your Angels.
Mary • Thanks for everything. When's the
next roadtrip?

"I Love JMU" Buttons for 500. For info call
X4121.
Ever Party at "625"? Ever borrow a tape
called "Dunbar Mix"? Please return it.
Needed for dance choreography purposes.
Will tape it for you. Return it soon. Please?
Jane, Box 3108.

To Our Roommate Jenn (the girl with the
red chin) - We just want to say have a great
birthday!
Thanks to All The JMU Students that
contributed to UNICEF. AIT collected
over $600 - Thanks!

Girl In Black - Happy birthday! Love, Your
Phi Mu Sisters.

Alex (White C304) - You're a little tank!

Come Out & Get Skanky Tonight at the
Den.

JMU Triathalon - Nov. 15, 1986.
Registration forms in student union.

Pleasuredome and winery - Believe it or not
I'm still alive. See ya this evening.

Cavalier Dailey C.A.B. - you sure surprised
me with the personal -- Thanks! Ann

,_letfric*l/~lt«tr©iiic/Computer _nwlne«r»...
[Computer Scientists-Mathematicians...
Language Specialists
Latitude. That's what keeps a job invigorating
—the chance to expand your Interests, to take
on unheard of challenges, to grow out as well as
up. Well, that's precisely what the National
Security Agency offers you as one of our people.
NSA performs three all-Important tasks. We
, analyze foreign communications. We safeguard
' America's vital communications. We set security standards for the government's mammoth
computer systems. And we want you In on the
Job.

NSA offers choices upon choices. In assignments. In projects. In careers. But whatever
your role, it's going to make a difference; it's
going to produce immediate results.
For an llectr ical / ■lMtronio / Computer
Kngineer options abound. In fact, the entire
technological and functional spectrum are
yours for exploration. Microprocessor implementation and programming, communications systems, LSI/VLSI, CAD/CAM, systems
architecture and optics. Among others.
To the Computer Scientist, we deliver opportunities across the frontier of finite state
machine development. The applications realm:
systems design and programs, applications and
evaluation, and computer security research and
design.
Mathematicians research a variety of mathematical concepts Including probability theory,
statistics, Galois theory and group theory. ,
Language Specialists in Slavic, Near Eastern
and Asian languages meet the challenges of
translation, transcription and analysis head
on Everyday.
Whatever your field, you can be certain to
find many paths cleared for you. You'll also find
a competitive salary, enticing benefits and an
appealing suburban location between two vital
urban centers—Washington and Baltimore.
For additional information, schedule an interview with your College Placement Office. Or
write to the National Security Agency.

Scott - The birthday suit still looks great
after 12 years. Congratulations.
Moo -1 love you very much. Ducky
Rabblt-Napper - What did Bentley ever do
to you? Give him back or deal with me. I will
find him!
The Court Street Kids - hint, hint - It's in
print, screened that is, and printed
somewhere around Woodstock that radar
detectors may not always work, but we are
terrific detectors of great times & Adonis
guys. We conquered because we arrived.
Regardless of Shield's there was the
ultimate compliment. We tumbled in &
stumbled out. What better way to begin
than by candlelight & a line of sky. Three
houses - never in 1. Is he in the bathroom?
Playing Army until am. Need new hose?
What I did for...an organizer. A gus is in
heaven. Although the sexes are different,
the best's have met. I love you guys! And
they loved you. The memories will last the
time. B.P.
WJMR Presents
Alternative Dance Night
At Players - Friday Night
Suz - Hope you had a happy birthday. Don't
worry, only 1 to go! Your "Real" Big Sister
- Love, Lisa.
^
Hey Karen - Beware of small flaming Pepsi
cans!
Busch Cans $1.99, Strohs $1.69, Coke 2
liter, $1.09 at Midway.
We Need Your Help - Sought, the identities
of the 2 female JMU students who
witnessed the arrest of 2 non-residents in
the early morning of Thurs., Oct. 30,1986,
in the "T" parking lot next to Eagle Hall.
Please call Mr. Howell at 434-2549.
Animal Logic at Calhoun's
Sat., Nov. 81
Ray - Congratulations on your last & best
season. I'm so proud of you! Now you're mine.
Desperate -1 need a room next semester!
Must be furnished apartment or house. I'm
tidy! Females are fine. Brad, 433-5977.
L, B 4 M - It's 1 year since the Georgetown
crash. This time my parents stayed home!
(Sorry 'bout the glass Mayr.) Di
WJMR Presents

NSA will be on campu6 Nov. 20th & 21st
interviewing graduating seniors.

Alternative Dance Night
At Players - Friday Night

NATIONAL
SECURITY
AGENCY
NATIONAL SECURITY AGENCY
ATTN:M322(AAM)
Fort Meade. MD 20755-6000
U S citizenship required for applicant and immediate
family members
An equal opportunity employe"

Kappa Mu Mu - Come to our annual celebrity
night Friday 6 p.m. at the University Farm.
Meet Marva Maid, "Lucerne," Mrs. Sealtest
and Brother Slendo.
Room 614 - Thanks for the serenade. We
really loved it!! B-Wing
Jackie - Wie Gehts? Haben ein Schones
WochendekDeine Freunde
Andi-We love you. B-Wing.
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By Steve Baumier
staff writer

Ever since the dawn of humankind, man has looked to the sky and
envied the winged creatures who could take flight and sail upon the
winds. ..
On Dec. 17,1903, the Wright brothers successfully achieved the first
powered flight in history.
And in October of 1986, on two different occasions, several members
of the JMU Outing Club also broke the bonds of gravity and discovered
what it was like to soar through the air.
The first trip took place Oct. 19. A group of six students, led by
junior Adam Philipino, traveled to Heartwood.
Nesded in the Virgina countryside of Heartwood is a company called
Heartwood Paracenter, established for parachutists of all skill levels to
practice and learn the techniques and principles of skydiving.
Heartwood Paracenter, in operation for more than 20 years, is run
primarily to teach people the basics of skydiving.
For about $125, a person can sign up for a beginner course in
skydiving. The entire course lasts about four hours, and students make
their first jump afterwards.
The course covers six topics: getting into the plane, general safety,
exiting the plane, body position, canopy control and emergency
procedures.
"Each"of those is presented in lecture, and then reiterated in a video,
and then the students get practical experience by watching and
practicing," says Philipino, who has successfully completed more than
170 jumps.
After the course and practice session, students get into gear and then,
in groups of three, board the small plane that will take them 3,200 feet
off the ground.
There are five people in the plane on these trips — the pilot, three
students, and the jumpmaster.

After picking the landing target, the jumpmaster decides when!
students should jump. This is done by dropping a wind
indicator," a small parachute that floats to the ground to indicate!
the exit point [from the plane] should be.
"If you drop it above the target, and it lands a mile downwind,]
exit point should be a mile upwind." Philipino says.
Although this is the textbook procedure, according to Philipino,
experienced jumper can sight an exit point by observing wind speedy
direction.
After the jumpmaster has picked an exit point, he tells the first stu
to exit the plane. The student, after exiting through a door just be'
the wing, steps out onto a small platform while holding onto theu
strut, a crossmember that supports the wing. He then steps off of (
platform to be left hanging from the wing strut and looks back total
jumpmaster know he is ready to jump.
At a signal from the jumpmaster, the student lets go of the wings
and falls away from the plane.
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iiute, many of those who went could not help but feel nervous.
| "All day you're wondering, 'Oh, is this gonna turn out OK?'" says
Jnior Chris Brooks.
[ Steve Mitchell, also a junior, was the first in his group to jump. "As
jn as I let go, I forgot everything they taught me — until the chute
jened."

Staff graphic by STEPHEN ROUNTREE

•
\

, Freshman Tom Cochrane jumped in what is called "tandem" with an
instructor. Cochrane and the instructor were joined together and jumped
pt the same time, using the same parachute.
.
(This allows the student to jump from a higher altitude and gives the
Udents a chance for an extended free fall period before the chute
3

Cochrane describes the experience as "a really natural high. I would
have done it again in a minute."
.
■ Freshman Lucia Valentino says the scariest part of jumping was
Petting to of the wind strut. "I looked back at my hands and didn t let go
for two or three seconds."
.
. „.,,.
All of the students expressed a desire to jump again. Id love to go
again. It was like a self accomplishment," 5rooksrts,a,ys. .
. .
, The second attempt by students to break their earthly ^±^k p ace
last weekend. Fouteen Outing Club members packed Jemselves into
one of the university vans for a six-hour drive to NaP^KC.
Located on the Outer Banks is an establishment calied Kitty Hawk
Kites. Besides operating a large business that se^ l^^d ass^
beachwear to tourists in the Nags Head area, it also operates the largest
I hang gliding school in the world.
.
.
Over 50,(XX) students have been taught at Kitty Hawk Kites since it
[first opened in the mid-70s.
^
TI,P ctnHcntc
Lesions go for about $50 for .he beginner,;^^ Lbecau*
undergo a tuning session similar to the one at Heartwood B u. because

^K^^g^-hfplf^rhang giider, a,o„g with .if,,

~prop«Us the hang glider forward.
During the lesson, the importance of center of gravity is emphasized.
Students hook themselves into the hang glider and find the position
called neutral.
This position is attained when the student is hanging freely from theglider and putting no pressure on his position. The neutral position
allows the glider to fly smooth and level. All movements and shifts of
center of gravity are made from this position.
The principles to fly the glider are simple. To launch, the student runs
wih the hang glider until there is enough lift to carry the person off the
ground. Once airbom, the student finds the neutral position and flies the
glider.
To maneuver the glider, the student merely shifts his center of gravity
from the neutral position.
Shifting the center of gravity to the left pulls the left wing down and
turns the Aider to the left. Shifting the center of gravity to the right pulls
the right side down and turns the glider to the right.
By shifting the center of gravity forward, the front end of the glider is
pulled down, and the glider drops in altitude and gains speed. Shifting
the center of gravity backward pulls the rear of the glider down and
causes a gain in altitude and a loss of speed.
To land the glider, the students shift their center of gravity as far to the
rear as possible, which flares the glider, bringing the nose up sharply,
reducing airspeed, and, hopefully, landing the student on his feet.
The sands of the dunes at Kitty Hawk provide a relatively soft landing
area. As most students find out, it looks much easier while on the
ground than while in the air.
"Your first time you can't really turn because you don't know how,
but each time you get better and you can turn more and do a little
more," says senior Joni Johnson, who has been three times before. "Its
not what most people think, that you'd be up there and be able to look
around like a bird. You have fun and get the sensation of floating, but
you don't have time to look around."
Junior Glen Loucks, who also has three prior trips to his credit, says,
"At First I was kinda disapointed because you don't go up that far your
first few tries."
But as for the first timers, junior Wade Johnson says, "It felt like I
was a human kite."
"It was really different, you feel like you're floating," says junior
Maria Evans.
And junior Lisa Borden describes it as "Being really free."
While many had sand for lunch that\Jay, all felt that the trip was
worthwhile. Borden says, "I had a blast, even when we weren't hang
gliding."
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Folk Dance Ensemble to give studio concert
By Terri Hickman
staff writer

After two months of rehearsal, the
Folk Ensemble Studio opens its doors
Nov. 6 and 7 for the biannual Folk
Ensemble Studio Concert at 8 p.m. in
Godwin 355.
The ensemble's 14 male and female
members started practicing for this
concert in early September, 6 hours a
week, to learn the variety of dances
featured in this concert.
Vice President of the Folk Ensemble,
Karen Comerford, says "Coming to a
Folk Dancing concert gives everyone
the chance to see the customs of other
counirics in a relaxed, recreational
setting. It's a fun way to learn abort
other cultures through dance."
There is a lot of variety in the kinds
of dances to be displayed at the concert.
The concert opens with an intense
Bulgarian dance, involving challenging
footwork^
"This sort of dance is technically
difficult to do, because a dancer's feet
and arms are doing totally different
things," Comerford says. '
The next section of the concert
consists of a Scottish dance, performed
by instructor Janet Sponhcim, followed

Staff photo by LAWRENCE JACKSON
Folk Ensemble members (from left) Greg Miller, Mike Glock,
Paul Malabad and Matt Comer will perform tonight in the ensemble's studio concert.
"This is definitely, in my opinion,
by a stereotypical English dance piece.
A Bavarian dance follows, in which the most interesting piece to see,
because there is more involved than just
character role playing is important.
"In order to get the feeling of a dance movement," Comerford says, adding
across to an audience, a folk dancer that character roles come into play
needs to relate to his or her partner, and again, this time, enhanced by special
that's where character play comes into props, among other things.
Concluding the concert is an
part," Comerford says. "It's a lot of
fun."
American piece consisting of both
The traditional female Hungarian precision and traditional dancing.
piece and Jewish Wedding Suite follow.
"This section seems to be the
Choreographer Shirley Waxman set the majority of the audience's favorite,
Jewish Wedding Suite for the group one because the audience seems to relate
weekend in September.
better to it," Comerford says.

The Folk Ensemble also is adding a.
new dimension to their concert this fall.
They are involving four members of the
Associate
Contemporary
Ensemble to entertain between the
pieces, due to complex costume
changes.
"Overall, we hope to display to the
audience the enjoyment of different
ways of moving in different cultures,"
Comreford said.
Folk Ensemble's counterpart, the
Contemporary Ensemble, has its Studio
"Works In Progress" Concert Nov. 13
and 14 at 8 p.m. in Godwin 355.
The Contemporary Ensemble will
perform works choreographed by its
student members.
The pieces they will be performing
are separate and independent, not
interrelated, and consist of modem, jazz,
and ballet moves.
"There is something for everyone's
taste," Vice President of Contemporary
Ensemble Cathy Williams said. "I
think this year's concert will be very
good. There is a closeness and
enthusiasm, as well as good quality of
members this year-it should be a lot of
fun ."
Tickets will be sold at the door; $1
with JMU ID, $2 general admission.

Two dramas set in underworld open tonight
By Steve Malo
staff writer

Theatergoers arc in for a hot evening
as "No Exit" and "Endgame," two one
act plays set in hell, open tonight in
the JMU Experimental Theatre.
Senior Mike Doyle, director of the
productions says, "Directing two shows
in one is a challenging option most
people would not consider."
Jean-Paul Sartc's "No,Exit", shows
what life in hell actually might be like.
"Endgame," a theater of the absurd
play by Samuel Beckett, is the story of
"one man dying and one man trying to
survive in hell," says Doyle.
According to Doyle, both plays "take
place in a kind of symbolic hell"
because the characters" want to escape
from an undesirable situation."
In both plays, the audience is part of
the set, a series of platforms in the
shape of a cross. Doyle says this
arrangement creates the illusion of
neither the characters nor the audience
having a way out of hell.
In "No Exit," three people find
themselves condemned to an eternity
together as they try to figure out why
they were sent there. Periodically, the
characters try not to face reality by
looking down on Earth to see their
previous liv§s being acted out.
Sophomore Rhonda Keyser, who
plays Estellc in "No Exit," says "We

tried to give the impression of a real
hell," but in "Endgame" the concept of
hell is more figurative.
"Endgame is a hell of the mind and
shows how people arc tormented,"
Keyser says.
As a link between the two plays,
junior Tom Reed, who plays Hamm,
the dying, blind representation of Satan
in "Endgame," is present at center stage
during intermission, while the scene
changes around him.
"Endgame" opens with three new
characters in a different room as "the
play attempts to say existance is based
on your own expression [of reality],"
Doyle says, explaining the theory
behind theater of the absurd.
The play contains several levels of
interpretation, one of which is a "cycle
of power between Christ and Satan,"
Doyle says.
Doyle directed "Endgame" as part of a
student directors' workshop in the
spring of 1985 and says he thought it
would be interesting to combine these
two plays because of their similarities
and move the productions to the
Experimental Theatre.
"I prefer directing at Wampler," he
says, "because the audience is up close
and can see everything."
Admission is S2.50 for the 8 p.m.
Thurs.-Sat. shows and the 2 p.m.
Sunday matinee.

Staff photo by CATHY UDELL
Junior Mark McKeel (left) and freshman Kelley Suttenfield appear in "No Exit," which, along with "Endgame," opens tonight in the JMU Experimental Theatre on Main Street.
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MOVIE

REVIEW

Coppola back on feet with laughs, tears
By Mark Longebach

staff writer

Francis Ford Coppola, associated
with such modern film classics as
"Patton," "The Godfather" and
"Apocalypse Now," seemed to be in a
directing slump due to the failure of his
more recent films, "The Black Stallion
Returns, "The Outsiders" and "Rumble
Fish."
This holiday season, Coppola is back
on his feet again.
"Peggy Sue Got Married," is his
most entertaining film since "American
Graffiti" and stars two of the best
performers the 1980's have produced —
Nicolas Cage and Kathleen Turner.
The film tells the story of Peggy Sue
Bodell, the most popular girl in high
school, voted most likely to marry her
sweetheart, Charlie. £cggy Sue now is
a mother of two and facing a divorce.
At her 25th high school reunion,
Peggy Sue gets crowned queen, and her
king, Richard Norvik, was the class
nerd in high school and is now a
millionaire.
Charlie, now known as Crazy Charlie
the Appliance Man, shows up at the

ART

reunion to find that he no longer is
king and has been replaced by someone
the entire school used to make fun of.
The whole ordeal is too much for
Peggy Sue, and she collapses —
awakening to find herself 25 years in
die past.
She realizes this is her one chance to
reshape her past, to do all the things
she wanted to do but never did and,
most of all, to change her destiny.
It also is Peggy Sue's chance to
appreciate things that made her high
school years special, like her
grandparents being alive and there when
she needed ihem.
To some, the film's plot may seem
very much like that of Speilbcrg's
"Back to the Future." However, it is
very different.
In "Back to the Future," Michael J.
Fox is sent into the past by accident
and must fight to return to the present
without changing the past.
Peggy Sue, on the other hand,
welcomes this chance to change her
past in hopes of altering her future.
Turner, of "Romancing the Stone"
and "Prizzi's Honor," delivers a brilliant

Photo courtesy of Tri-Star Pictures, Inc.

In "Peggy Sue Got Married," Kathleen Turner (left) plays a woman who gets a chance to re-live her high school days.
performance as Peggy Sue and is quite
convincing as a high school student.
Charlie is played perfectly by Cage,
who is Coppola's nephew.
The cinematography is great, and the
use of pastel coloring gives the film a
dream-like appearance as Peggy Sue
awakens in the past.

Coppola's superb directing and Turner
and Cage's performances combine
beautifully to provide a funny, yet
warm and moving film.
"Peggy Sue Got Married" has elements
to please all audiences and anfending
that is sure to warm the heart and
dampen the eyes.

REVIEW

Stark lighting, nudes dominate photography
By Dawn Brooks

speak more powerfully, suggesting a
common denominator for the
hodgepodge of unrelated objects.
"Coquette in Four Suits," is
dominated by a large photograph of a
nude model. She sits demurely, but
strikes a coquettish pose. Her hair is
arranged over one shoulder, and her dark
eyes suu-e invitingly into the viewer's.
She is behind a collage of plants, rocks
and insects, but one's eyes arc drawn
unerringly to hers.

staff writer

Fourteen stark and haunting
photographs by nationally known artist
Leslie Bell now adorn the walls of the
New Image Gallery in Zirklc House.
"These still lifes are historical free
associations, in which I'mix images
and objects from movements of various
lives and times, asking them to make
themselves at home," Bell states in his
written welcome to visitors.
"Mixed images and objects" aptly
describes the strange and often
incongruous plethera of collages,
mostly made up of old photographs,
fabrics, plants and nude torsos.
In "Time Before TV," Bell
incorporates plants and the deeply
shadowed image of a nude woman,
whose features are obscured by foliage
and magnified blades of grass. All are
thrown into sharp rellicf by a strong,
light directly overhead.
The light source appears to be a
characteristic of Bell's work. In every
piece, harsh lighting creates sharp
shadows and clear line delineation. The
inky blacks and brilliant whites leave
nothing to the imagination. No gray
areas soften or complicate the artist's

Perhaps Be'l's most profound work
exhibited in Zirkle House is the piece
entided "Religion in the 20th Century"

Photo courtesy of New Image Gallery

"Time Before TV" is one of the works by Leslie Bell exhibited
in Zirkle House.
rather geometrical images. Viewers arc
confronted with an uncompromising
"take it or leave it" kind of exhibit.
Bell calls his addiction to harsh
lighting and concise shapes a "wistful
homage to the subjects of geometry and
physics, two high school disasters that
haunt me with their abstract beauty."
Another image characteristic of every
photograph is the presence of a nude in

deep shadow.
Sometimes the presence is nominal,
as in "The Discovery of Grace," in
which a woman's breasts are present
only in the background, completing the
torso of another woman, whose face has
been carved in relief. The focal point of
the work is a torn drawing of a child,
pieced together against a clay-smeared
background.
In other works, however, the nudes

In the lower right-hand corner of the
work is a small photo of a nude woman
facing the outer door of a barn. Her
back is turned and her head bowed in
heavy shadows. Over the photograph is
placed a cow's skull, half of which is
reflected in a taped-together mirror
beside it Bell portrays such deep
sorrow that the starkness of die work
strikes out at the viewer.
In all of his works, Bell stirs
emotion — if not imagination. His
blatant and often brutal portrayal of his
own feelings and ideas might not
always be understood, but they are
always idenudfed.
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V.

Want to get someone's
attention?
SEND A CLASSIFIED.
The Breeze is now accepting classifieds/personals for all issues.
.-if — -

Classified/Personals Policy:

1. The deadlines are noon on Friday for Monday's issue and
noon Tuesday for Thursday's issue.
2. All classifieds must be printed on paper 3 X 5 or larger.
3. All classifieds must be paid in advance. There will be no
billing for classified.
4. Classifieds must be printed on separate pieces of paper
to be printed separately.
5.

Cost of classifieds is as follows:

$1 for 1 to 10 words.
$2 for 11 to 20 words.
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so forth.
The cost is rounded to the next dollar, not to the dime.
6.

Classifieds can either be mailed to The Breeze or can be
dropped off in our office in the basement of AnthonySeegerHall.

nr v@nj)ia MII@©A@I ihmm
SEND A BREEZE CLASSIFIED TODAY.
■

/
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AFTER

HOURS
THURSDAY

MUSIC
Sorority Bash — JM's Pub & Deli,
$1 cover charge.
Disc Jockey — Players, Ladies' Night, no cover
charge for ladies, $1 for men.
DJ — Calhoun's, cover charge not available.
The Shuffle — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover charge.
DJ — Belle Meade, cover charge not available.
JMU Trio — Anthony -Seeger Auditorium, 8 p.m.
MOVIES
Aliens (R) — Roth Theatres, 7 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13 ) — Roth Theatres,
7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
The Fly (R) — Roth Theatres, 9:20 p.m.
Tough Guys (PG) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m.
and 9:15 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
k
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.,
7:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
Trick or Treat (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:35 p.m. and
9:35 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) —Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m.. 5:30 p.m.,
7:35 p.m. and 9:35 p.m.
Top Gun (PG 13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
The Sound of Music — Grafton-Stovall Theater,
7 p.m. and 10 p.m.
COMEDY
Comedy Zone — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $4
cover charge.

The

FRIDAY
MUSIC.
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Country Rock — Scruples, Sheraton Inn, $3
cover charge.
First Offense — Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available. <
Southern Breeze — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
Visions — Little Grill, cover charge not
available.
Jellyfish Blues Band — Belle Meade, cover
charge not available.
Billy Brockman and Kokomotions —
Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Opera — Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m., free
admission.
...
MOVIES
Stand By Me (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:30 p.m. and
9:15 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13) — Roth Theatres, 7
p.m. and 9 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres, 7:15
p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Tal Pan (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres, 1:30
p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres. 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30
p.m., 7:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) — Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:3C p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Top Gun (PG 13) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres.
1:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Something Wild (R) Valley Mall Roth Theaters,
1:30 p.m, 3:30 p.m. , 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m.
and 9:30 p.m.

Emerald Forest (R) — Grafton-Stovall
Theater, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
SATURDAY

MUSIC
DJ — JM's, $1 cover charge.
DJ — Players, $1 cover charge.
Animal Logic — Calhoun's, $3 cover charge.
Country Rock — Scruples, $3 cover charge.
First Offense— Scotland Yard, cover charge not
available.
Southern Breeze — Gandy Dancer, $3 cover
charge.
Contra — Belle Meade, cover charge not
available.
Opera — Wilson Hall Auditorium, 8 p.m., free
admission.
MOVIES
Stand By Me (R) — Roth Theatres, 2 p.m., 7:30
p.m. and 9:15 p.m.
Crocodile Dundee (PG 13)— Roth Theatres, 2
p.m., 7 p.m. and 9 p.m.
The Color of Money (R) — Roth Theatres, 2
p.m., 7:15 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.
Tal Pan (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30
p.m., 4:30 p.m., 7 p.m. and 9:20 p.m.
Peggy Sue Got Married (PG 13) — Valley Mall
Roth Theatres, 1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m.
7:25 p.m. and 9:25 p.m.
Jumping Jack Flash (R) —Valley Mall Roth
Theatres, 3:30 p.m., and 7:30 p.m.
Top Gun (PG 13) Valley Mall Roth Theatres. 1:30
p.m., 5:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
Something Wild (R) — Valley Mall Roth Theatres,
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30 p.m., 7:30 p.m. and
9:30 p.m.
The Emerald Forest (R) — Grafton-Stovall
Theater, 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m.

ASA
AST
SIGMA KAPPA
TRI SIG
ZTA

JM's proudly presents
Sorority Bash
Thursday,- DJ & Dancing
Specials
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JMU rides on comeback trail
inn -m,

!

By Greg McCormick
staff writer

Minutes after JMU's 15-2 win over
Northeastern University Saturday,
Dukes' head coach Joe Purzycki offered
an assessment of his opponent, an
assessment that earlier this season aptly
could have described the team across the
line of scrimmage from the Huskies.
"I've said all along that Northeastern
is a good football team that's fallen on
a lot of misfortune," he said.
Three weeks into this season, JMU
faced a similar dilemma.
The Dukes were struggling at 0-3
after sufffcring a 17-7 loss to Division
II Liberty University that week. A
last-minute loss to Massachusetts and a
loss at Morchead State in the two
previous weeks left JMU in the middle
of its worst start since 1980. That year,
the Dukes dropped four straight and
finished 4-6.
"We're just going to have to go back
to work and find out who's going to be
able to get us out of this fog we're in,"
Purzycki said in the visitors' locker
room after the Liberty game.
In the five weeks since, it appears the
Dukes have found those people, and the
fog has lifted.
Beginning with a 39-7 victory over
VMI in the fourth game of the season,
JMU won four of its next five,
highlighted by a 42-33 upset of
nationally ranked Wiliam and Mary.
The only blemish was a 21-20 loss to
sixth-ranked Appalachian State.
"Once we won at VMI, we were able
to unlock our ability, our potential,"
Purzycki said. "We were finally able to
play at our ability level. It seemed so
easy."
Early on, winning was anything but
easy.
The Dukes saw a comeback fall short
in game one, and a week later held a

Staff photo by MING LEONG
JMU quarterback Eric Green dives for extra yardage in the Dukes' 15-2 win over Northeastern.
17-point lead in the third quarter before
allowing 20 unanswered points.
For three weeks, JMU had lost games
that they could have or should have
won, but when searching for reasons,
many of the answers dealt not with the
Dukes' ability as a football team, but
their feelings about more important
matters, such as the death of a
teammate and close friend.
"We really didn't get down on

ourselves," said safety Marshall Barnes,
after practice Tuesday night. "It's just
that we came into the season with a
very positive attitude toward football,
but it's hard to say what our attitude
was toward life and that kind of thing,
with Doug's [West] death. You never
know what's going" to happen.
"I don't know if I should say this or
not, but perhaps some of us weren't
sure if this [football] was the most

important thing in life. I think we were
all trying very hard to maintain a
positive attitude, but there's no way for
us to control those emotional-type... I
don't know how to say it."
In the practices following the loss to
the Flames, Purzycki and the team tried
to come up with ways to say it, and
ways to control those emotional things.
See COMEBACK page 22 >-

Dukes' field hockey coach helps team earn respect
by Kathi Chlrichlello
staff writer

When many people think of what makes a sport
.great, they automatically think of the athletes or the
sport itself.
What most people overlook, though, is the factorthat brings the athlete and the sport together — the
coach.
For the past seven years, JMU field hockey and
lacrosse coach Dee McDonough has brought
national attention to her teams, but has gone almost
, unnoticed on campus.
Both teams have won state championships, been
involved in regional play and consistently have been

ranked in the top 20 under her reign.
"It's a nice feeling to be ranked," McDonough
said. "I think it's the type of athlete. They've gotten
better over the years."
As the Dukes continue to improve their win-loss
record, the programs have gained respect throughout
the nation
__
*
"We're playing some of the top teams in the
country which allows us to get better," McDonough
said.
Perhaps it is not the athletes or the expanding
program that have elevated JMU's field hockey and
lacrosse teams to success, but rather, it is the coach.
"I try to match the way I coach to the type of

-athlete that is here," McDonough said. "I try to let
them be a little independent and responsible, but
then team-oriented too.
"I guess that's a litde different than most coaches."
McDonough's coaching philosophy is molded
from the way she was coached as a player at
then-Madison College.
"I always try to think about what I liked in a
coach when I was playing," McDonough said.
As well as her extensive and successful coaching
career, which includes hockey camps and two clinics
at the U.S. Olympic training center, McDonough
See COACH page 21 >
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Volleyball team sweeps five
JMU rebounds
to stop Flames

Dukes win four
over fall break

By Sonny Dearth

By Steve Malo

assistant sports editor

JMU women's volleyball coach Lynn
Davidson knew what to expect Tuesday
night.
She expected her Dukes to suffer a
letdown after their four consecutive
wins in the JMU Invitational last
weekend, and they did.
But JMU recovered in plenty of time
to turn a close match into a routine 3-0
[15-9, 15-9, 15-2] victory over Liberty
University at Godwin Hall. The Dukes
won their sixth consecutive game,
improving their record to 20-11.
"After the good weekend we had, I
kind of expected us to come out a little
flat," Davidson said. "We didn't pass
too well and we had trouble blocking
, them (Liberty)."
The Dukes bolted to a quick 9-0 lead
in the first game before allowing the
Flames to get on the scoreboard.
Given the reprieve, Liberty closed to
within 10-9 before JMU's Chris Scott
held serve five consecutive times to end
the first game.
"Usually we pass fairly well when
we're psyched and ready to go,"
Davidson said. "When we don't, we
have trouble running our offense."
Liberty took a 4-1 lead in the second
game, but the Dukes recovered to tic
the game at 4-4 behind the serving of
Suzanne Meyer.
The Flames then took advantage of
JMU's blocking problems to gain a 9-5
lead, forcing Davidson to call a
timeout.
After the break. Liberty was rarely
heard from again, as'the Dukes scored
30 of the last 32 points to win going
away.
Believe it or not, Davidson didn't give
her squad any complex plan to control
See VOLLEYBALL page 22 ►

Coach
>• (Continued from page 20)

has had a remarkable playing career.
Besides earning recognition while at
Madison, she has played on the U.S.
Field Hockey squad and the U.S.
Lacrosse Squad.
McDonough's playing careers began
up nqrth, where a lot of emphasis was
Put on hockey and lacrosse.
"If you were from the South, you just
didn't play," she said. "It was sort of
personal for me to do good because.J
wasn't really supposed to."
Not all of McDonough's life is spent
playing or coaching field hockey and
laciosse.
"' don't have much time for them, but

staff writer

Staff photo by JIM ENGBERT
JMU freshman Cathy Cole makes a play during the Dukes'
3-0 victory over Liberty Wednesday at Godwin Hall.

While students enjoyed the
mid-semester holiday, the JMU
women's volleyball team was busy
handing*but defeats to its opponents in
the JMU Invitational.
A perfect 4-0 weekend upped the
Dukes' record to 19-11 overall and 4-1
in the Colonial Athletic Association.
JMU picked up conference wins over
East Carolina, American University and
UNC-Wilmington, and slipped by
Western Carolina of the Southern
Conference. With the conference wins,
the Dukes now own second place in the
CAA.
"Everything is running on schedule,"
JMU head volleyball coach Lynn
Davidson said. "We expected to win the
conference games to at least be 3-1. I
am very pleased."
Sophomore Chris Scoit, had a good
serving effort, while Erika Johnson, a
defensive standout all season had
another solid performance. Freshman
setter Cathy Cole also starred in the
tournament, Davidson said.
"The team is learning how important
the up-front blocking is," said
Davidson, adding that defense is still
the backbone of the team with the new
swing offense coming together.
"We're starting to run [the offense] a
little faster now that the setter has
become more familiar with it,"
Davidson said.
The offense works especially well in
free-ball situations, where the lean: docs
not have to make a defensive play and
can instantly go for the kill.
Davidson is impressed with the
Dukes' consistency, even though they
have traveled for most of their matches.
"It always helps to play at home,"
she said, "but they always come ready
to play no matter what."
T*"

! have a couple of dogs," she saic'. "I
like to take them swimming and
running. And I like to go to the
mountains and just wander around a
lot."
McDonough's other interests include
crocheting, gardening and yard work.
"I think, basically, if I wasn't doing
this, I would probably be a farmer,"
McDonough said.
"I love the
outdoors."
Growing up, McDonough always fell
comfortable with the idea of being a
coach. However, it is rather strange to
coach at the school where she played
"It was weird at first, but I've gotten
used to it," she said. "A lot of the
same instructors arc here, but aside

from that, the school has changed-a
lot."
The future of teams under
McDonough looks bright.
"I think this year's (hockey) team
plays well together as a group," she
said. "Thai's one of our strong points.
The players arc also very good. We
have, I think, a good season and a
bright future to look forward to."
In McDonough's immediate future,
she sees no changes.
"I like to coach and I like it here at
JMU," she said. "If I ever left
coaching, though, I would do
something totally opposite and away
from sports."

Dee McDonough

m>
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Volleyball

REPORT

ANNOUNCEMENTSAEROBICS- Sessions will be held in
Gym A only Nov. 12. Come early.
ACTIVITIESVOLLEYBALL- Sign up for
intramural competition at 5:30 p.m.
Nov. 11 in Godwin 344.
SKATING- A free skating night at
Skatetown USA will be held from
7:30-10 p.m. Nov. 6.

follows:
Women's singles- Shelly Dawson
Men's singles- William Fong
Women's doubles- Dawna
DePollo and Debby DePollo
Men's doubles- William Fong and
Chris Barko
Mixed doubles- Debby DePollo
and Kevin White.
WOMEN'S
SOCCER- JMU
defeated Loyola 2-0 and Richmond
3-1.

RESULTS-

MEN'S RUGBY- JMU won one Of
three games in the Ed Lee Cup in
Richmond.

TABLE TENNIS- The list of fall
intramural champions runs as

WOMEN'S RUGBY- JMU defeated
Mary Washington 16-4.

Comeback
> (Continued from page 20)
"That was a rough, rough, week after
the Liberty loss. Wc were 0-3, we'd hit
rock bottom," Pur/ycki said. "On
Wednesday of that week I'd thrown the
football team off the (practice) field. Wc
were mired in an emotional slump. 1
realized it, but at the time it was
difficult lo do anything about it. I think
somehow wc snapped out of that, and
wc were able somehow to put that
behind us once and for all."

> (Continued from page 21)
the game. "I just told them to pass the
ball better."
That they did, and more. Outside
hitter Chrissie Pcnas won five straight
service points to give JMU the lead,
and Julie Kesslcr ended the game with
an ace.
Buoyed by their second-game
comeback, the Dukes allowed Liberty
only two points in game three. JMU
freely rotated its players, closing out
the game when the Flames misplaycd
Kcsslcr's serve.
Kesslcr and Rosemary McHugh led
JMU with five "kills" [winning shots]
each.
The Dukes next travel to the sunny
environs of Tampa for the South

What seems to have been the most football games."
With the new style of play, the
help for the Dukes was the installing of
D-jkcs
have been abie ic ma*c many .■:'
a 'go-for-broke' altitude in an attempt to
their
own
breaks and gain more control
salvage a season that had gotten off to
of their opponent.
an unexpectedly poor start.
"That was one of ">e. altitudes, just to
Through the first three games, JMU
go ahead and risk it;!'." Earncs said. had turned the ball over 11 limes, while
'Don't fcanhe pain cf playing football, forcing only three from the opposition.
don't fear the pain/jf losing, just don't Since then, however, the Dukes have
fear anything because wc had been bested their opponents by a 14-13
through it ?'!. Wc know what it's like count.
lo have lost someone very close, wc
After lacing East Tennessee Slate on
know what it's like to lose many Saturday, the Dukes go on ihc road for

Florida Classic this Friday and
Saturday. Davidson says', however, that
this trip will be no pleasure cruise.
"The competition will be very tough.
South Florida will be the toughest,"
Davidson said. JMU will face Central
Florida, Florida A&M and Jacksonville
before their encounter with the hosts.
"The kids arc excited about this major
road trip," Davidson said. "It helps our
recruiting to say we fly to a
tournament.
"If we play well it will be a fun time,
but if we don't it might be kind of a
drag."
JMU is also looking forward lo the
Colonial Athletic Association tourney
Nov. 14-15 at William and Mary. The
Dukes should be seeded second behind
the host Indians.

their final two contests. JMU travels
to Statcsboro Nov. 15 to face Georgia
Southern, currently fifth in Div. I-AA.
The Dukes end their season with a
game at Towson State, a top Div. II
team.
And while making any kind of
playoff may be out of the picture, JMU
is working toward a bigger goal; to
finish 1986 much better than it started.
"Wc arc no\v controlling our own
destiny," Barnes said, "and we're doing
that with a lot of hard work."

(WASH
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SPORTSFILE

Dukes swim
past Devils
The JMU men's swimming and
diving team defeated Duke University
123-94 Saturday at Savage Natalorium
to open its dual meet season.
Bill Brack man and Randy Parker led
the Dukes with two wins each.
Brackman won the 500- and
1,000-yard frecstyles. Parker took firsts
in the 50- and 100-yard freestyle.
Steve Figg, Brian Drinkwatcr each
won swimming events for JMU, and
Michael Callahan won the three-meter
diving event for the Dukes.
WOMEN'S

SWIMMING

JMU defeated Duke University
174-94 in its season opener Saturday at
Savage Natatorium.
Kamic Kuester set a school record
with a time of 10:37.56 to win the
1,000-yard freestyle. She also placed
first in the 500-yard freestyle.
Lisa Caswcll, Jenni Dcmko and
Valeric Donahue also won two cvcnls
each for the Dukes.

WOMEN'S TENNIS

tournament in Kilty Hawk, N.C.
Conference championships beginning
JMU tied for seventh among 16
JMU shot a two-round total of 623, Friday. The Dukes arc seeded second
teams in the ECAC championships last
48 strokes behind team champion behind Old Dominion in the eight-team
weekend in Williamsburg.
Maryland.
field.
William and Mary won the team
John Screen led the Dukes with a 155
CLUBS
championship and Harvard placed
score, 22 shots Behind the leader.
The
JMU
men's
lacrosse club defeated
second. The Dukes tied S>racuse.
JMU's Brett West and Brian Groff each George-Mason 10-3 last weekend in
Tcrri Caskill and Chris Gillies, recorded scores of 156.
Fairfax.
JMU's top doubles team, won the
WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY
Brad Miller led JMU with six goals,
A-fiight championship with a 6-3, 7-6
JMU finished seventh of nine teams whiie Brian Chisholm and tim Kicly
win over William and Mary's number
in the Pcnn State Invitational last both scored twice.
one duo in the final.
Saturday.
JMU's Ed Bowman dished out five
Gaskill reached the quarterfinals of the
• Tina Nagurny led the Dukes with a assists. "
A-flight singles tourney, and the Dukes'
36lh-place time of 19:35 over the
Karen Johnson advanced to the
5,000-mctcr course. JMU's Lori
quarterfinals of the C-flighl event.
Robinson placed 48th with a time of
20:21.
SOCCER
The Dukes fought William and Mary
FIELD HOCKEY
to a scoreless lie Saturday in
Williamsburg. The draw moved JMU's
JMU lost to Boston College 5-3 in
record to 11-3-3, 3-2-2 in the Colonial two overtimes Monday in Nnrfnlt,
Athletic Association.
dropping their record to 16-5.
Goalkeeper Chris North made 14
Mona Ryabik, Sandy Wilson and
saves for JMU.
Felice Moody each scored to help the
The Dukes' game Wednesday against Dukes tie the game at 3-3 after
undefeated, 14th-ranked Loyola was
regulation, but the Eagles scored two
rained out.
goals in overtime to win.
Ashley Duncan recorded 13 saves for
MEN'S GOLF
18th-rankcd JMU, who «vas OULshot
The Dukes placed 11th of 14 teams in 28-24.
the Old Dominion collegiate
70 W VMKor St,
MvnaonburQ VA 22BD1
JMU will host the South Atlantic

T

PROFILE

East Tennessee State
Buccaneers
Location: Johnson'City, Tenn.
Enrollment: 10,000
Conference: Southern
1985 record: 0-10-1
1986 record: 4-4
Head coach: Mike Ayers
Ayers' record: 4-14-1
Last week: Beat Wofford 52-3
Series record: Tied 3-3
Basic offense: Veer
Basic defense: 52
JMU now has won four of its last
five games to even its record at 4-4, and
hopes to continue its winning ways
against East Tennessee State.
Last Saturday the Dukes picked up
their first win on the road in more than
a year when they topped Northeastern
15-2. The JMU defense allowed the
Huskies to penetrate the Dukes' 25 only
twice-, and senior fullback Warren
Ma/shall and junior quarterback Eric
Green set records.
Marshall ran 22 times for 135 yards

<i became the leading rusiicr of
all-time in Virginia Division 1 football.
He now has 3,842 yards in his career
and 958 this season. Marshall also
moved into sixth place on the all-time
Division 1-AA rushing list and is just
32 yards from fifth place.
Green completed only four of 13
passes, but one was a 27-yard
touchdown pass to Leon Watts. The
touchdown pass was Green's 11th of the
year, breaking the team mark of 10 set
in 1982.
East Tennessee is led by fullback
Herman Jacobs and quarterback Jeff
Morgan. Jacobs has run 112 times for
603 yards, while Morgan has run for
402 yards and nine touchdowns and
passed for 781 yards and five
touchdowns.
The contest will be JMU's last home
came of the season and there will be a
special promotion at halftime. The
Royal Crown Passing Contest will be
open to any female campus group with
more than 25 people in altcndcncc. If a
group has 25 people they may register
one contestant and if they have 35
people they may register two
contestants. The female throwing the
longest pass will cam SI00, second
place will earn S50 and third place will
earn $25.
Groups may register by phoning
X6697 or writing the Convocation
Center. Upon entering the stadium,
groups must be able to verify they have
at least 25 in attendence.

Any campus female group wishing to enter a
contestant in the Royal Crown Passing Contest
on Nov. 8, 1986 must notify Mr. Brad Babcock
prior to Nov. 8. If you feel that you will have a
group of at least 25 in attendance at the East
Tennessee State game, you may register one contestant. If you have at least 35, then you can
enter two. You may do this by phone, x6697, or
in writing at the Convocation Center.
Upon entering the stadium on Nov. 8, groups
must be able to verify their number in attendance.
The female throwing the longest pass will
earn $100; second place $50; third place $25. The
contest will be held immediately after the band
performance at halftime of the game.
CONTEST RULES:
1. Contestants must be current active members of a recognized female campus group.
2. Must be sober.
3. Must be registered with Mr. Babcock before
the day of the game.
4. Group must be honest in verifying the # of
members in attendance at the game.
5. Must report to Mr Babcock at the visiting
team bench as soon as the first half ends.

<a
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—Scott Miller

Blue Sundays

HOW We R&ALLV GOT THAT H0STAG6 CX/H.

Harrisonburg is different from most of the places JMU students come
from. You can't walk down the street drunk, you can't perform oral sex
and you can't go shopping on Sunday.
We'll save the first two issues for another time (for the record, the
second is prohibited by a state law, not a local one). But as today's page
one story reveals, there are still blue laws on the books forbidding most
local businesses from being open on Sunday. Since most JMU students
come from major metropolitan areas that have long since overturned their
local blue laws (Virginia's Tidewater area is a major exception as well as the
city and county of Roanoke, which voted Tuesday to keep its laws),
Harrisonburg's law forces them to find something else to do on a day they
might be accustomed to spend shopping.
Unfortunately, since the average student has classes to attend and
homework to do during the week, scheduling time to shop can be a
hassle if only one day (Saturday) is free for doing it. Harrisonburg's 207year -old law is an inconvenience for many students.
Although we wouldn't mind seeing it done, we don't think Harrisonburg
should overturn its blue laws just to convenience JMU students. But
since Harrisonburg is in a shrinking minority of communities clinging to the
idea that Sunday shopping is a crime and since local public opinion just
might have changed since 1779 (as it has on many issues), we think the
blue laws should be put to a local referendum.
Having the public vote on keeping or repealing the blue laws would let
the people, not an ancient law, decide whether they want to shop on
Sunday. The issue wasnl on Tuesday's local ballot; it ought to be
included in 1988"s election. We'd like to see the laws overturned but the
citizens of Harrisonburg should have their say if they are going to be kept.

ox! THIS is

MY LAST OFFER.'
you Give Me owe
HOSTAGE AMD I'lL
Give you TWO
wiiueMAys,oNe
y06i B6R.RAAONI
ANDERSON'S PHONE
NUMBER AND

The above editorial is the opinion of The Breeze editorial board.

Self-protection myth contributes to carnage
Tuesday, at 11:30 a.m., while many of us were
eating lunch or attending class, a man walked into a
doctors office in Richmond and shot four people
before fatally wounding himself. Although he used a
shotgun as well as a handgun, one is reminded of the
handgun expert's shooting spree which left 15 dead
this summer in an Oklahoma post office?
Unfortunately it takes such tragedies to draw ihc
attention of the public to the gun problem in this
country. Many still insist handguns shouldn't be
banned because they provide self protection.
Recently, I sat down and watched "Jagged Edge" on
Home Box Office. The movie, for those of you who
haven't seen it, is a murder mystery/ suspense/ love
story which builds to a climactic end designed to
destroy adrenal glands and fingernails.
At the end, the villain comes to carve up the lovely
heroine played by Glenn Close. I sat in horror, sure
df the horrible murder to come. However, just as
things looked hopeless, the apparently defenseless
woman pulled out her trusty handgun and blew the
villain back to la la land. YEA!
But wait a^ccond, before all of you Glenn Close
fans rush out to the local sporting goods store lo buy
your very own .45, try to remember the world as the
movies depict it. Remember "Hcrbic the Love Bug?"
Reality is hardly a value Hollywood charishes, and
the ending in "Jagged Edge" is no exception.
I am not attacking the movie, or the film industry.
However, the script for "Jagged Edge" reflects the
harmful myth that guns arc the answer to crime; a
myth which contributes to 22,000 handgun deaths

every year in the United States.
Let me quickly kill the second amendment
argument in two sentences. If one argues any point
and uses the Constitution to back up his point he
must honor the decisions of the Supreme Court (a
branch of government the Constitution sets up). The
Supreme Court has repeatedly slated that the second
amendment does not guarantee an "individual" right
to bear arms. Let it rest.
I would much rather refute the National Rifle
Association's argument that guns provide a logical
solution to the crime problem. The fantasy does not
hold up under evaluation.

1

FROM LEFT FIELD
Harry Atwood

The problem is that many people believe in
fantasies, and organizations like the NRA arc masters
at exploiting a public vulnerable to lies and
exaggerated truths.
I'm not saying people never defend themselves with
handguns. It docs happen occasionally. However,
when one realizes the yearly toll on American lives
due to handguns: murders (9,000), suicides (12,000),
and accidental fatalities (1,000), the glamour and
value of an armed American citizenry is revealed as a
grotesque and lethal misconception.

Every year the FBI publishes the Uniform Crime
Report. Within this report is a revealing statistic
called justifiable homicide.
Simply stated, the statistic accounts for murders
committed in self defense. This provides an
opportunity to measure the self-defense theory that
the gun lobby and gun enthusiasts arc so fond of.
Docs NRA logic pan out? Hardly.
Examining the hbmicides committed with handguns
and the times a civilian defended himself reveals the
truth behind the self-defense myth. In Virginia, last
year, there were 193 murders and not one justifiable
homicide. In Maryland there were 177 murders with
only three justifiable homicides. In the District of
Columbia there were 86 murders and not once did a
civilian kill in self defense. Where are all j£ the thugs
being knocked off by the Glenn Closes of America?
The figures arc staggering proof that the self-defense
theory is a weak argument when compared to the
number of innocent lives barbarically lost each year
due to handgun proliferation in this country.
Too many people believe that a gun in the home
makes them safer. The National Coalition to Ban
Handguns, using FBI statistics, found that a handgun
is 118 times more likely to be used in a murder,
suicide, or accident than it is to kill a criminal.
The bottom line is that the lethality of handguns
and their present availability is a deadly combination
for thousands of innocent civilians. The answer to
the terrifying carnage is quite simple. Ban handguns.
Harry Atwood is a senior majoring in English.
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Campus 'community'
offers religious study
and diverse activities
To the editor:
I want to inform JMU about Catholic Campus
Ministry. First of all, CCM is not a club but a
community inviting all Catholics and non-Catholics
to share in our activities. We share our Christianity
through worship, bible studies, social activities,
outreach programs and educational activities. More
specifically, CCM offers the Catch-A-Ridc-Safcly
(433-CARS) program and works throughout the
valley with various institutions including Camclot
Nursing Home, Linville Prison, Western Slate
Hospital and Co-Hope (a home for multiply
handicapped young adults).
CCM has a program suited for every JMU student.
We have chosen a theme of "hospitality" this year
and are striving to welcome others into our
community. We, as Christians, need to be open to
others. We need to let everyone experience the joy
that is Jesus Christ.
CCM realizes that many of its liturgical traditions
are unique to the Catholic church so we encourage all
Christians to look a little closer at our forms of
celebration. Besides offering more than 40 different
activities and services, CCM presents a program for
anyone curious about the Catholic church. Every
Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the Catholic Student Center
(next to Mr. Flips on South Main Street), a different
aspect of Catholicism is discussed in a program called
Journey of Faith. It is my hope that anyone who has
questions about our beliefs or practices will take the
time to come and be part of this discussion. CCM
also offers an opportunity to learn about and discuss
other religions through a Faith Discussion program.
This study of world religions has already included a
session on the Islamic faith and one is scheduled for
Judaism.
This invitation to experience CCM is not an
attempt to influence what people believe. Instead,
CCM hopes to create an awareness that, although
Christians may worship differently, in the end we arc
all striving to be the best we can possibly be.

Susan Bender
junior
sports management

Letters

Policy

The Breeze welcomes letters to the editor from all
readers. Letters should be typed and include the
writers name, phone number, academic year and
major.
Letters without this information cannot be
published.
Letters should be mailed to the editorial editor.
The Breeze. Communication Arts Department. JMU.
Harrisonburg VA 22807. Utters may also be sent
through the campus mail or dropped off in The
Breeze office in the basement of Anthony-Seeger
Hall. *
All letters are subject to editing for clarity and to
meet space limitations.
•
Opinions on the Readers Forum psges are not
necessarily those of The Breeze staff.
^^^^^

Evening ends in jail trip
To the editors:
I am a 1986 graduate and a prospective financial
supporter of the institution. However, due to recent
events, my status has become questionable.
Recently I returned to JMU for the Homecoming
weekend to encounter a rather rude awakening.
During the course of one evening the fun got a bit
out of hand and I found myself on campus,
intoxicated, and two miles from my destination. In
the spirit of the current media blitz, I decided to ask
for help, not to go it alone behind the wheel of a
vehicle. I noticed a JMU police officer outside of
the police station on campus and decided to ask
him. Upon telling the officer of my condition^nd
my need for transportation, I was greeted with a

pair of handcuffs and a trip to the Harrisonburg
jail.
Somehow this just docs not make a whole lot of
sense. Asking a police officer, especially a campus
police officer, for help and then to be treated in this
fashion. Perhaps one should hop in the old car and
go for if, the odds are better you won't get arrested.
Now. of course, that is a preposterous statement,
but is it any more preposterous than being
incarcerated when asking for help and having a
mark on your record for li fe?
William Croxton
Tappahannock, Va.

Making blood drives better
passed the Commuter Student Lounge at the right
To the editor:
As a transfer student from a school about the size time.
2. Recruit! At my other school, students sat behind
of JMU, I was surprised to see how few students gave
blood at the recent blood drive, because my other a table in the post office lobby in the morning and
school managed an operation about five to six times during lunch hours for a week. Nobody could say
they didn't know about the drive.
the size of JMU's.
3. Competition between dorms, clubs, Greeks,
Though we take the availability of blood that is
needed for medical treament for granted, blood athledc teams, major departments, or whoever, to sec
supplies depend on local blood drives and I have yet who can have the highest percentage of able givers
to hear the Red Cross complain of having an excess donate. Challenging other universities to a bleed-off
also helps.
supply.
Because I believe that giving blood is important, I
would like to add a few suggesdons to the SGA's
recent parking-dckcl idea:
Jim Lewis
1. More publicity, both on and off campus. I
sophomore
wouldn't have even noticed this blood drive had I not
physics

'IM field' attacks the right
with 'incessant mudslinging'
To the editor:
Thank you for providing some well-needed relief
("The Beat," Oct. 30) from the slanderous garbage
we must endure week after week from Harry
Atwood. Hey Harry, we've all got some liberal in
us but pour your heart out once, eh guy! With
your infamous history of attacks on our nation's
leaders and anything remotely conservadve. I'm
wondering if there's anything "left" for you to
denounce.
Don't get me wrong, Harry. As any of my
friends will tell you, I have very strong opinions
on politics and the issues. But I've drawn my
conclusions with an open mind, and I'm not about
to attempt to inject my opinions on others by
maligning, at every turn, the elected leaders which
our countrymen (and women) have put their trust
in by their votes. I'm assuming that these people
love their country as much as you and I do, Harry,
and wouldn't elect this group just to throw a

wrench in the works.
It upsets Mr. Levesque that Harry is said to act
as "a three-year-old cry baby." Your point about
the rampant sarcasm is well taken, Carl. But the
things that have been said of Mr. Atwood and his
opinions arc no worse than the impressions and
mistrust of our country's administrators and
legislators that Atwood has attempted to instill in
his readers. I won't resort to name calling
(although a few classics have come to mind), but I
do hope my point is clear.
I'm not suggesting that all editorials, guest
spots, etc. cover the latest sporting events or who's
not up on fall fashions, but a break from Atwood's
incessant mud slinging is well in order.
Neal M. Woodard

senior
computer science
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Reagan faces new Democratic power
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
Democratic surge ended Republican rule
of the Senate's levers of power, forcing
President Reagan to choose between
compromise or stalemate in the last
two years of his White House term.
In a dramatic show of strength in
Tuesday's elections, Democrats captured
Republican seats in eight states:
Florida, Georgia, North Carolina,
South Dakota, Alabama, Maryland,
Washington and Nevada.
They turned back strong challenges to

Democratic seats in Colorado,
Louisiana and California, and yielded a
Democratic seat only in Missouri.
The Democrats' 55-45 triumph ended
the Republicans' 53-47 grip on the
Senate. It came at the end of the
costliest campaign in history, and one
that had no national theme but was
characterized by negative television
advertising.
Senate Democratic Leader Rober C
Byrd of West Virginia, now in line to
become majority leader, predicted that a

Democratic election gains
reassert control of House
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Democrats confidently proclaimed their
continued control of the House of
Representatives Tuesday and scored
gains in the pivotal South, where a
Republican political revival born of the
Reagan era was undergoing a severe
test.
Democrats took Republican seals in
Iowa's troubled farm country, in
southern Maine, in Virginia and in
South Carolina, and ousted GOP
incumbents in the Mississippi Delta
and in North Carolina.

Republicans, as expected, won two
previously Democratic open seats in
Pennsylvania and Oklahoma, a close
race for a Democratic open seat in
Maryland and a mudslinging contest in
Louisiana.
The Republicans held down
"•Democratic gains by picking up seven
open Democratic seats and upsetting
one incumbent: Democrat Robert
Young, defeated by Republican Jack
Buechner in his second try for a
suburban St. Louis seat.

Democratic-controlled Senate will 'pull
the administration back toward the
center in its extremes in foreign policy
and its extremes in domestic policy."
"The Democrats are all set to go to
work," he said. "We don't want
confrontation."
Byrd said, "I would hope we would
not see a fortress White House that
feels it is under siege. We Democrats
feel that for the good of the country we
want to all cooperate. I would hope the

president would not be confrontational."
Senate Republican leader Bob Dole of
Kansas now will become floor leader of
a minority, freed to pursue presidential
ambitions without having to defend
Reagan's agenda on the Senate floor.
Dole said the Democratic victory would
"make it more difficult for Ronald
Reagan."
He also said the White House will be
forced to be very careful in selecting
judicial nominations.

Republican state victories
reduce Democrats' grip
(AP) — The Republican Party
shattered the Democrats' long-time grip
on statehouses Tuesday, taking
Alabama for the first time since
Reconstruction and gaining 11
governorships overall.

reclaiming Texas from the Democrats,
as former GOP Gov. Bill Clements
beat incumbent Democratic Gov. Mark
White, the man who unseated Clements
four years ago.

In the process, the Republicans also
rewrote the electoral history book in
Florida, electing former Tampa Mayor
Bob
Martinez,
a
Democrat-turned-Republican, as the
state's first Hispanic chief executive.
They got a measure of revenge, too,

In Nebraska, longtime Republican
Party activist Kay Orr defeated a woman
opponent to take the state away from
the Democrats.
Presidential spokesman Larry Speakes
said the gubernatorial outcome "speaks
well for the permanent realignment of
the Republican party."

NATION

Singles head one-fourth of all families
WASHINGTON (AP) — More than one-fourth of
American families and 60 percent of black families
were headed by a single parent last year, the Census
Bureau reported Tuesday.
"One of the most significant changes in family
composition over the past 15 years has been the
substantial growth in the number of one-parent
families," the bureau said.

Major factors are women having children and getting
married later, not marrying at all, and more marriages
ending in divorce, said Dr. Harriet P. McAdoo, a
professor of social work at Howard University.
"As a result of these changes," she said, "children arc
being raised by their mothers for a significant number
of years of their lives."

Oregon voters defeat
bid for private pot use
PORTLAND, Ore. (AP) — A
proposal to allow Oregon residents to
grow marijuana for their personal use
was defeated Tuesday.
Measure 5, opposed by virtually
every elected official in the state, failed
early in the election.
With 27 percent of the state's 2,410
preclnctf reporting, the measure was
being rejected 76 percent to 24 percenL

■

"Clearly we've got an overwhelming
mandate," said state Rep. Paul Phillips,
who helped lead the battle against the
measure.
"Oregonians are independent," he said,
"but they're not stupid." .
The vote came in a stale where illegal
growers raise a marijuana crop worth an
estimated $1 billion annually.

Of 33.4 million families with children last year, 8.8
million, 26.3 percent, were one-parent groups,
compared with 12.9 percent in 1970, the bureau said.
The~reporl said 60.Tpercent of black families with
children were maintained by a single parent, up from
35.7 percent 15 years earlier. For whites, 20.8 percent
had one parent, more than double the 10.1 percent of
1970.

Study claims
young execs
hit plateaus
NEW YORK (AP) - Some sharp
young corporate executives who believe
they're on a high-speed track to the top
might be on a spur line instead, says a
professor who ha* fdllowed executive
careers for three decades.
They could be headed for frustration
rather than the achievement enjoyed by
their counterparts in the 1960s, when

many young peoplcmoved iwiftly into
top jobs created by a rapidly expanding
economy, says Eugene Jennings, who
teaches at Michigan State University.
Jennings began tracking executive
movements in the 1950s, and it was his
books, "The Mobile Manager and
Routes to Executive Success," that
created or popularized "executive
mobility," and similar terms.
At best, he said, many of the young
executives described are simply fast
starters occupying important jobs early
in their careers, rather than riding the
fast track.
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WORLD

Iran snubs American negotiations offer
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — Iran's prime minister
said Wednesday there was no possibility of
negotiations with Washington, which Tehran claims
sent former National Security adviser Robert
McFarlane and four other Americans on a futile
mission to mend relations.
The Iranian parliament speaker, Hashemi Rafsanjani,
indicated Tuesday that Iran might help free American
hostages held in Lebanon if the United States sent
badly needed weapons and spare parts to Iran.
Published reports in the Middle East said secret
negotiations between Iran and the United States led lo
the release Sunday of one American hostage, David
Jacobsen, by a pro-Iranian group that says it holds two
other Americans.
But Prime Minister Hussein Musavi was quoted

Wednesday by Tehran Radio as saying, "There isn't
any possibility of any kind of negotiations between us
and America. The relations with America, because of
its crimes against the Islamic revolution, is one as
between the wolf and the lamb."
Musavi reiterated Rafsanjani's claim that McFarlane
led a peace mission to Iran, but like Rafsanjani, did
not say when the purported trip was made.
Reagan, McFarlane and U.S. government officials
had no comment on the Iranian claim, first made
Tuesday in a report by the official Islamic Republic
News Agency.
The price for help in freeing the hostages, he said,
was delivery of weapons and spare parts for Iran, which
is locked in a six-year war with neighboring Iraq.
Iran's official media quoted Rafsanjani as saying

McFarlane and the other envoys arrived on a plane
carrying military supplies Iran had bought from
international dealers.
They brought "one Colt," presumably a pistol, for
every Iranian official, a Bible signed by Reagan and a
cake shaped like a key "to open Tehran-Washington
ties," Rafsanjani said.
"We told the Americans that we do not accept the
gifts and had nothing to talk about with Uicin," IRNA
quoted Rafsanjani as saying.
The Americans were confined to a hotel lor five days
and deported after Iranian leader Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini advised officials not to meet with them,
Rafsanjani said.
Rafsanjani said McFarlane was angry and described
Iranian officials as" crazy."

White House denies hostage deal with Iranians
WASHINGTON (AP) — The White House, seeking
to curb speculation that an arms deal with Iran might
have freed an American hostage in Beirut, on Tuesday
reaffirmed a U.S. ban on weapons sales to that nation.
"As long as Iran advocates the use of terrorism, the
U.S. embargo will continue," White House

Hasenfus expects
terrorism charge;
will plea for mercy
MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP) —Eugene Hasenfus
expects to be convicted by the Nicaraguan People's
Tribunal trying him for terrorism but hopes his plea
for mercy will lighten the sentence, his lawyer said
Tuesday.
Hasenfus will make a "mitigating statement" and
"has thrown himself on the mercy of the court," said
Griffin Bell, the former U.S. attorney general who is
assisting with the captured American mercenary's
defense.
"We hope the statement will cause the Sandinistas,
the Nicaraguan government, to be more merciful," he
said at a news conference.
Hasenfus, 45, of Marinette, Wis.. was the only
survivor of a C-123 cargo plane shot down Oct. 3 in
southern Nicaragua while ferrying supplies to
- U.S.-backed rebels fighting the leftist government.
The three other crewmen were killed in the crash,
including the American pilot and co-pilot.
Bell said he, chief Nicaraguan defense attorney
Enrique Sotelo Borgen and other defenders helped draft
the statement for Hasenfus, who also is charged with
conspiracy and violating public security.

Americans, Soviets trade
charges over agreement
VIENNA. Austria (AP) - The United States and the
Soviet Union swapped charges of human rights
violations Wednesday during a 35-nauon iev*wofite
historic Helsinki agreement, which was designed to
ease East-West tensions.

spokesman Larry Speakes told reporters aboard Air over the weekend after 17 months in the hands of a
pro-Iranian group in Lebanon.
Force One.
The White House spokesman also said that "the
Speakes was responding to reports that the United
U.S.
position on the Iran-Iraq war remains that the
States might have sent an emissary lo Iran to offer
fighting
should stop and the two sides should reach a
arms or communications equipment to help win the
release of David Jacobsen, a hostage who was freed negotiated settlement of their dispute."
"We continue to see a tragic human rights situation deaths,"beatings and torture, exhausting labor that has
within the nations of the East," U.S. Secretary of led to an increase in work-related accidents, lack of
State George Shultz told an assembly of foreign medical care and denial o» visits and letters for years at
ministers who are reviewing the 1975 treaty's promise a time."
It said there has been some relaxation of restrictions
to expand East/West exchanges of peoples and ideas.
He offered to conclude tentative arms agreements on free expression initiated by Mikhail Gorbachev
since he became Soviet leader in March 1985, but said
President Reagan reached with Soviet leader Mikhail
such moves were highly selective.
Gorbachev at the Iceland summit Oct. 11-12.
Shultz said he had brought top U.S. negotiators with
him, if the Soviets wanted to pick up the challenge
while he was in Vienna.
Shultz ticked off the names of Helsinki act monitors
and other Soviet dissidents said to be repressed,
NEW YORK (AP) — PepsiCo Inc., which
including Nobel Peace Prize laureate physicist Andrei
Sakharov. Then he slapped at the lectern and declared introduced mass market soft drinks to the Soviet
that the human rights agreements signed by Moscow Union 13 years ago, said Tuesday it is negotiating to
"are as valid, as binding, as explicit as any arms open as many as 100 Pizza Hut restaurants mere.
The deal would make Pizza Hut the first foreign
control agreement you can imagine."
restaurant
company to operate in the Soviet Union, the
Preceding Shultz, Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
company
said.
Pizza is popular in that country and the
Shevardnadze accused the United States of "systematic
Soviets
already
have some pizza parlors of their own,
and massive" human rights violations.
it
said.
He mentioned unemployment, the plight of the
The company hopes a final agreement will be
homeless and a lack of free social benefits and
worked out by early next year and that the first Pizza
education.
Hut will be under construction later in 1987.
PepsiCo said it expects to run the Pizza Huts in a
joint venture with the Soviets, who arc interested in
learning more about American fast-food operations and
in providing the Soviet people with more
opportunities to dine out.
VIENNA, Austria (AP) — Recent Soviet human
Pizza Hut is the largest U.S. pizza chain.
rights gestures obscure the Kremlin's systematic
PepsiCo officials visited Moscow and toured
violation of international rights accords, a report
restaurants
there a year ago at the invitation of Soviet
released Monday by a monitoring group said.
officials,
the
company said.
The report was compiled by die private International
Soviet
officials
then visited the United States in
Helsinki Federation for Human Rights, which
September
to
tour
Pizza
Hut and other restaurants.
represents monitoring groups in 12 Western countries
PepsiCo
officials
arc
awaiting
an invitation to return
and underground organizations in several Soviet bloc
to Moscow and hope to complete an agreement then, it
nations.
The report on the Soviet Union listed "increased said.

U.S. company, Soviets
might build Pizza Huts

Watchdog group claims
Soviets distort violations

;
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FOUR SEAR
PIZZA
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Fast! FREE Delivery

433-3776
425 NORTH MAIN ST., HARRISONBURG, VA.
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FREE DELIVERY* WITH IN 30 MIN • 10 MIN PICKUP
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Friday - Saturday 11 AM to 2 AM
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